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BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

FOLSOM RESOURCE AREA

63 NATOMA STREET

FOLSOM, CALIFORNIA 95630

March 15, 1995

Dear Friend:

The draft 'lnimim Forest Management Plan is out for a 45-day public review and comment

period. When that time is up, public comments will be analysed and considered before

any decisions are made on the draft plan. The public comment period will end on April

28, 1995.

As you may know, the BLM did not write the draft plan. lnstead, it was researched and

written by a coalition of citizens on San Juan Ridge who live next to the ’lnimim Forest.

The BLM's role was to provide technical guidance and make certain the draft plan was

consistent with Federal laws and policies.

To help in the review of the draft plan, the BLM has prepared this Environmental Analysis,

as required by the National Environmental Quality Act of 1969. lf you have any comments

to make on the content of the Environmental Analysis, please get them to us before the

end of the comment period.

Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,

/
  

D.K. Swickard

Area Manager
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’INIMIM FOREST

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

NEPA CA-O18-95-17

BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR ACTION

In California, management of forested lands, especially in the

Sierra Nevada Mountain Range, is a highly controversial topic with

a wide divergence of opinions on the subject. Most participants in

this public debate tend to agree on only one thing: there is a

problem, and something needs to be done about it. Beyond that,

there seems to be little agreement, even on the nature of the

problem.

Several years ago, the California State government sponsored a

widely publicized symposium called the "Sierra Summit," and several

associated workshops, under the leadership of the Resources

Secretary, Douglas Wheeler, to discuss the issues, but the meetings

were quickly polarized. A key issue was how to integrate "grass

roots" groups into the land use planning process.

Essentially, the problem boils down to population pressures on the

Sierra forest ecosystems. There are ever-increasing demands for

forest products, especially sawtimber. Large numbers of people

from the metropolitan areas visit the mountains for recreation

purposes. There is a high demand for residential property in the

Sierra, particularly at the lower elevations, with attendant

requirements for power, water, access, communications, sewage

disposal facilities, and other urban services.

All of this has resulted in increased pollution of water sources,

reduction in vegetative cover, impaired visual resources, fewer

numbers of wildlife, and a perceived lowering of the quality of the

environment, which, in turn, reduces the perceived quality of life

for both permanent residents and visitors.

Persons whose livelihood directly depends on resource utilization,

such as logging or real estate development, are worried that rules

and regulations supported by environmentalists will put them out of

business, and deprive other segments of the economy of needed

materials. Environmentalists think that without such rules and

regulations to protect resource values, or to encourage sustainable

forest practices, the resources themselves will decline and the

natural attractiveness of the Sierra will be ruined, perhaps

forever.



Adding urgency to the situation is the increasing occurrence of

very large, catastrophic wildfires. During August, 1994, the

Cottonwood Fire on the Tahoe National Forest blackened 46,800 acres

of forested lands; at one point, it burned so hot it created its

own weather system. When such a fire occurs in regions where

people live, the results can be disastrous--the Forty Niner Fire of

September, 1988, burned 312 structures along with 33,700 acres of

mostly privately-owned wildlands. The potential for such fires is

widespread throughout the Sierra.

A major topic is the management of old growth forests, or the late

seral stages of forest succession. Very little virgin forest

remains in the Sierra Nevada. Old growth forest is usually

considered as prime recreation land, and is critical to a number of

wildlife and plant species. Old growth also tends to provide

higher quality lumber, noticeably different than wood from smaller,

younger trees.

As the region's largest land owner, the Federal Government,

primarily the Forest Service but including the BLM, is in the

middle of the controversy. There is a general public

dissatisfaction with the Federal land use planning process that has

often resulted in administrative appeals to management plans, and

in lawsuits. One of the primary sources of dissatisfaction is the

perception that the public doesn't seem to have a significant voice

in decision-making. Many people believe decisions which could

greatly impact a community are often made in offices miles away by

Government officials who will not have to live directly with the

results, and who may have never personally visited the lands in

question.

This public debate over the Sierra Nevada promises to continue for

some time without a satisfactory resolution. If anything, it will

probably become more heated in the future. The different pressures

generated by increasing numbers of people making a wide spectrum of

demands on the region's resources will not go away, but will most

likely intensify as time passes.

Media outlets in California have been reporting on resource

conflicts in the Sierra for some time, and, since this controversy

has caught the public interest, will most likely continue to do so.

Needless to say, this is a "high visibility" topic.

Within the context of this regional problem, private citizens in

several areas have formed groups to work together in a grassroots

attempt to resolve these issues, at least on a local level. One of

the most publicized of these is the Quincy Library Group in Plumas

County.

On San Juan Ridge in Nevada County, two groups of residents, the

Yuba Watershed Institute and the Timber Framer's Guild of North

America, joined forces to work together in an effort to influence
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the management of the Federal lands surrounding their own

properties. To begin the process, the two organizations entered

into a Cboperative Management Agreement (CMA) with the BLM to

jointly manage the Public Lands known as the 'Inimim Forest (The

word "'Inimim" is from the Hill Nisenan language and means

"ponderosa pine").

The CMA set down the principles by which the ‘Inimim Forest would

be managed. To achieve the objectives listed in the CMA, both the

resources inventory and development of a management plan became the

responsibility of the community, working through the Watershed

Institute and the Guild. The role of the Bureau was to act as a

partner and a coach in the effort.

Essentially, the community was told that if they could produce a

draft management plan for the 'Inimim Forest that was within the

constraints set by Federal law, policy, and regulations, the BLM

would then present it to the public for possible official

acceptance. After a lot of field work, much study, many long

discussions, and numerous meetings with neighbors--all of it on

their own time--they completed their task.

What they produced is a community-based land management plan for

the Federal lands under BLM-administration on San Juan Ridge. The

plan contains the framework for a sustainable program of low-impact

multiple use which may very well benefit both the local residents

and the Federal Government well into the next century and perhaps

beyond.

This document is an analysis of the results of their effort.



PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action is to give management direction to

approximately 1,813 acres of Public Land in ten parcels on San Qhian

Ridge known as the 'Inimim Forest, and to amend the Sierra

Management Framework Plan to include these lands as an Area. of

Critical Environmental Concern.

The following described lands in Nevada County, California, wcnild

be covered by the 'Inimim Forest Management Plan:

Nevada County, CA

Mount Diablo Baseline and Meridian

T. l7N., R. 8E.,

Sec. 12 E%NW%, Lots 3, 4

T. l7N., R. 9E.

SEKNWK, EXEMSWKNWK, LOtS 3, ll, 12Sec. 3

Sec. 4 SEHNEK, Lot 15

Sec. 5 Lots 8, 9

Sec. 6 Lots 13 through 19 inclusive

Sec. 7 Lots 17 through 27 inclusive

Sec. 8 SWKSWK, Lots 6, 7, 9 through 13 inclusive

Sec. 18 NEKNEK, S%NEK, SEKNWK, NHNWMSWK, NMSMNWHSWX,

NEKSWM, EHNWHSEHSWH, NEHSEHSWH, NHSEHSEHSWK,

NHSEH, NHSWKSEK, NWKSEXSEK, WMNEHSEKSEK

T. 18N., R. 9E.

Sec. 32 Lot 1

Sec. 34 W%W%SEK, E%SWK, SWKSWK, WKNWKSWK, SEKNWKSWKI

SMNEKNWHSWK

If adopted and implemented, the draft management plan will provide

direction to achieve the following goals:

1. Re-establishment of an old growth, or late seral, forest.

2. Reduce the potential for a catastrophic wildfire.

3. Maintain biodiversity.

4. Protect soils and soil productivity.

5. Provide commercial forest products on a sustainable basis.

6. Obtain ACEC status for the 'Inimim Forest.



AUTHORITY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), Section 2,

states that it is national policy to "...encourage productive and

enjoyable harmony between man and his environment; to promote

efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the environment

and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man; to

enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural

resources important to the Nation..."

In Section 101(b), NEPA goes on to state: "In order to carry out

the policy set forth in this Act, it is the continuing

responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable

means, consistent with other essential considerations of national

policy, to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions,

programs and resources to the end that the Nation may--

(1) fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee

of the environment for succeeding generations;

(2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and

aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;

(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the

environment without degradation, risk to health or safety, or

other undesirable and unintended consequences;

(4) preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects

of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, an

environment which supports diversity and variety of individual

choice;

(5) achieve a balance between population and resource use

which will permit high standards of living and a wide sharing

of life's amenities; and

(6) enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach

the maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources."

Further, NEPA, Section 102, states: "The Congress authorizes and

directs that, to the fullest extent possible: (1) the policies,

regulations, and public laws of the United States shall be

interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies set

forth in this Act, and (2) all agencies of the Federal Government

shall--

(A) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which

will insure the integrated use of the natural and social

sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and

decision-making which may have an impact on man's environment;
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(C) include in every recommendation or report on proposals for

legislation and other major Federal actions significantly

affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed

statement by the responsible official on-

(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be

avoided should the proposal be implemented,

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of

man's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of

long-term productivity, and

(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of

resources which would be involved in the proposed action

should it be implemented.

(D) study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to

recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves

unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available

resources;

(E) recognize the worldwide and long-range character of

environmental problems and, where consistent with the foreign

policy of the United States, lend appropriate support to

initiatives, resolutions, and programs designed to maximize

international cooperation in anticipating and preventing a

decline in the quality of mankind's world environment;

(F) make available to States, counties, municipalities,

institutions, and individuals, advice and information useful

in restoring, maintaining, and enhancing the quality of the

environment;

(G) initiate and utilize ecological information in the

planning and development of resource-oriented projects..."



CONFORMANCE WITH PLANNING

The 'Inimim Forest lands are currently managed for multiple use as

part of the Nevada City Management Area, as described in the Sierra

Planning Area Management Framework Plan (MFP), as amended in 1988.

Activities not specifically addressed in the 'Inimim Forest Plan

will continue to be guided by the MFP. The Sierra MFP would be

amended to include the 'Iniminl Forest as anArea of Critical

Environmental Concern.



PLAN STRATEGY AND SCOPE OF ANALYSIS

The draft plan is based on the objectives of the agreement signed

by the YWI, the Timber Framers, and the BLM in 1991. To achieve

these objectives, sixteen Forest Management Practices are proposed

to be selectively applied to the 'Inimim Forest lands. Not all

practices will be applied to the same degree on all parcels;

instead, they will be implemented as appropriate. As time goes byy

the results will be monitored to determine effectiveness. If

necessary, adjustments will be made to maximize results.

The anticipated end result of the adoption of the Management Plan

is described in the Plan itself:

"A century from now, the Public Lands of the 'Inimim Forest

will be a mosaic of plant associations--including riparian and

chaparral--but mostly consisting of forest stands of different

age and species composition. Many forest stands will have an

open understory, giving a park-like appearance. The forest

will reflect the effect of prescribed burns, selective

logging, preservation zones, pruning and thinning, and other

management practices. It will continue to provide habitat for

wildlife species which depend on old growth. There will be a

steady supply of clear, old growth timber and other forest

products from several species of trees, including both

softwoods and hardwoods, for use by crafts and trades people."

This vision statement is a summary of the anticipated long-term

cumulative impacts of the adoption of the 'Inimim Forest Management

Plan.

Because of the inherent uncertainty of exactly how the Forest

Management Practices will be utilized over time, it is not possible

to make a czedible, detailed analysis of the impacts of each

practice on each parcel. For this reason, site-specific impacts of

a given Forest Management Practice on an individual parcel, such as

those associated with a prescribed burn or a thinning operation,

will not be analyzed at this time, but will be the subjects of

separate reports .

In this document, possible impacts of the Forest Management

Practices will be examined from a general perspective. Along with

that, an analysis of the long-term environmental impacts of the

application of the 'Inimim Forest Management Plan on the 'Inimim

Forest and surrounding community as a whole will be presented.



BASIC PRACTICES - DEFINITIONS

The sixteen basic forest Management Practices are the heart of the

draft 'Inimim Forest Plan. They are presented here exactly as they

appear in the draft Plan to aid the reader in the analysis of

environmental impacts.

Practice 1: Natural cycles and processes

The goal of this practice is to allow natural events to unfold

without human interference, except to practice fire suppression if

necessary to protect threatened, rare or endangered species, or

human dwellings on a case by case basis.

Practice 2: Restoration workin with succession

This practice applies to forest lands of moderate to high

productivity that have been cleared in the past by logging or

intense fire. The goal is to assist the natural soil regeneration

process that results, step by step, in gradual replacement of shrub

and grass species with trees--and finally those tree species that

would naturally be most abundant after several hundred years of

uninterrupted growth.

Working with succession involves recognizing the role that

manzanita, ceanothus and many broadleaves play in modifying soil

conditions in favor of forest trees. It also involves avoiding

activities that negate the soil improving effects of these species

and damage the soil in the process of reforestation.

Practice 3: Transplantation, natural seeding and reforestation

It is important to recognize that not only are different tree

species unique, but also that each race on the Westslope Sierra has

evolved to particular local conditions over the past 10,000 years.

Ponderosa pine only a few miles apart can be adapted to growing on

moist, north-facing slopes at 1400 feet or on dry, shallow soil

2000 feet higher. Buds break at different times. Trees grow to

different heights at different rates. Trees are adapted to feast or

famine regarding critical nutrient elements.

To maintain the intelligence of these local site adaptations,

reforestation on the 'Inimim will be focused on preparing seedbeds

for natural reseeding, and transplanting local stock into the small

clearings that have been created.
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Practice 4: Thinning from below

This is a nmthod of selecting for removal only suppressed or

smaller trees beneath the main canopy. Thinning from below is the

opposite of high-grading. Logging is targeted on the understory,

not the dominant trees.

To avoid changing species composition of the stand, both commercial

and non-commercial species (such as broadleafs) will be cut.

Some non-commercial species, such as hardwoods, will be removed

from the site to be sold as fuel. Others will be cut leaving

stumps no higher than 18 inches above ground and allowed to decay

and build soil fertility.

Practice 5: Small group selection logging

Small group selection will be the dominant logging method on the

'Inimim. This method minimizes the damage to soil, the bark of

other living trees, and the canopy (which gets broken up as large

trees drop through it). In group selection, logging focuses on the

small aggregations of trees within a stand that have grown in

response to a previous disturbance, logging or fire 100 or more

years before. As opposed to clear cutting, where trees of all

species and ages are indiscriminately leveled, group selection only

occurs within small groups of older, large trees of the same age

class. Young trees of all species, if they can survive the felling

of the group above them in the canopy and the increased sunlight on

the forest floor, will be left to grow. Within the first two years

after logging, trees will be transplanted into the new openings as

necessary to maintain stocking suitable for the site. Both

broadleafs and conifers will be "planted" in these ways:

-seedlings on the forest floor released by opening the canopy

above,

-nuts or acorns planted,

-seedbeds prepared,

-conifers transplanted from nearby seedbeds

-natural seeding in the immediate zone of the logging.

The maximum size of openings will be 1.5 times the mature height of

the forest canopy on the site--the distance within which wind can

disperse conifer seeds and woody material from the surrounding

uncut forest. This is also the distance within which logs can fall

in from the side and enrich the soil. Snags and healthy young

trees of shade-intolerant species will be left in the openings.
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Practice 6: Use onl existin roads and skid trails

Construction of roads, landings (places where logs are loaded on

trucks) and skid roads (where logs are dragged) are the most

destructive aspects of forestry--much more destructive to soil

fertility and watersheds than the felling of trees. No new hauling

roads will be constructed on the 'Inimim Forest unless absolutely

necessary.

Because of the complexity of this topic, guidelines for logging

will be developed by YWI in close consultation with the local

logging community.

Existing roads which provide access to private property, or which

provide escape routes in case of wildfire will be maintained in

good condition to reduce erosion.

Practice 7: Maintain Sgil Cover

Within the 'Inimim forest soils are typically forming at the rate

of 25 thousandths of an inch per year. This is thinner than a

piece of paper. The same soil, exposed to the washing rains, has

been lost from clearcuts on the upper San Juan Ridge at the rate of

over 2 inches per year. Over 18 inches of soil has been lost in 15

years. On some soils, the difference between those that support

low productive commercial conifer forest (30 inches to bedrock) and

manzanita chaparral (20 inches) is only 10 inches of soil. Thus

catastrophic, accelerated soil erosion can convert forest to

chaparral soils in 5 years or less. Weathering can restore such

soils, but it will take over 400 years. Even then, soil will be

restored to previous depth only if surface erosion can be

completely halted during that entire period.

As a general rule, if the mineral soil is directly exposed to the

rain, soil is being lost at unsustainable levels. The only certain

way to prevent such loss is to keep it covered with litter and

duff. On the 'Inimim, prescribed fire will only be used when it

will burn cool enough so as not to completely consume the duff. In

addition, any soil exposed by logging, skid roads, or landings will

be thoroughly mulched before the completion of each project.

Practice 8: Maintain soil organic matter.

Soil organic material will be measured using a statistically sound

procedure for each soil/plant association at the inception of the

plan. By monitoring soil organic material over time, an index of

the net effect that logging is having on soil fertility will be

obtained.
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Organic material levels will be maintained or increased through the

careful use of:

-cool burns,

-retention of fallen logs on the forest floor,

-chipping of slash and shrubs cut in the course of logging and

fuel load reduction,

-return of all possible slabs, bark and other cast off

material from timber processing to the general vicinity of

the logging site.

Practice 9: Inventory and monitoring.

How can an independent observer be certain that sustainable

forestry is being practiced on the 'Inimim? How can the community

know? On the 'Inimim, this dilemma will be resolved by a

statistically valid inventory and monitoring process by which a

small portion of the real places in the 'Inimin1 are measured

periodically to determine, with known levels of precision, the

current condition, quantity and location of forest species and

resources. This will allow the partners to quickly, efficiently

and accurately determine if sustained yield guidelines are being

followed and if unexpected problems occur--such as the decline of

a certain tree species, size or age class of tree, or other plant

or animal species.

The YWI has established a data base for basic forest conditions:

volume, species composition, size class distribution, snag and down

log density. Additional primary inventory to determine the

presence and distribution on the 'Inimim of plant and resident

animal species will be completed prior to implementation of the

first logging projects.

Federal or state listed rare, threatened and endangered species

will be given special attention, and a list of the species that

occur on the 'Inimim will be prepared. Basic inventory of soil and

water conditions, and current fuel loading by soil/plant

association and site will also be completed.

Practice 10: Worker training and certification.

This practice is designed to eliminate strict rule following, dogma

and hierarchy in the implementation of sustained yield forestry

practices on the 'Inimim. To be eligible for award of timber

contract, operators must complete basic training in soil science,

hydrology, botany and forest ecology. Such courses and

certification will be offered free of charge as a community service
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by YWI. These courses will be developed and sometimes co-taught

with experienced loggers and timber purchasers.

In addition, YWI will pursue relationships with either the UC

Extension or Sierra Community College to make such courses part of

a certified college program with college credits available to those

who complete the program. The goal is to have all woodworkers

sufficiently trained so that basic practices are carried out with

an understanding on the part of the operator as why the practice is

necessary and what it does.

Practice 11: Contract sizing to benefit small, community companies.

Projects involving cutting, removing and processing timber, tree

planting and fuels reduction on the 'Inimim will be carefully

designed to benefit small, local, community based logging,

woodworking, transporting, wood processing, milling and

manufacturing companies. The goal of such project design and

scaling is to encourage the community to capture the maximum local

economic benefit from each tree cut.

Ideally, once local companies are established, the size and design

of timber cutting projects will encourage milling of materials on

site, processing, finishing and curing of wood products locally,

and the sale from the community of wood grown on the 'Inimim only

as finished lumber, furniture and other value added products.

Practice 12: Growth and maintenance of late-succession forest

conditions

All forest practices on the 'Inimim will be based on the goal of

encouraging natural processes of growth and decay to reestablish

late-succession forest conditions--such as multi-layered canopies,

large snags and down logs, large diameter trees several hundred

years old, and deep organic matter-rich forest floors--to develop

on the majority of the lands in 'Inimim. The trees--living and

dead--will provide essential habitat for late-succession forest

dependent species. Such woody material will also maintain the

fertility of the forest soil, storing and cycling essential

nutrients, and maintaining stable water flows in the forested

watersheds of the 'Inimim.

Practice 13: Protection of riparian zones.

Streamside or riparian zones are critical parts of the 'Inimim as

wildlife habitat and key zones in watershed protection, and the

prevention of flooding. Vegetation on both sides of fishbearing

streams and those that dry to pools in the summer will be

completely protected within the zone in which moisture requiring
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riparian vegetation--alders, willows, clumpgrass--grows.

Vegetation will be protected to provide shade for streams, woody

material--leaves, branches and coarse wood--which are a majcnr

energy source for the stream animals, and to reduce the time in

which streamside soils are saturated and contribute to flooding.

During intense storms, the volume of water simply falling on the

surface of perennial water bodies can cause flooding downstream.

The surface area of this wet zone can be greatly increased, with

severe results, if streamside vegetation is cleared and streamside

soil is saturated too.

Practice 14:"Inimim as an educational example for private land

management

One of the core goals of the 'Inimim plan, once it is implemented,

is to provide an educational and inspirational example for state of

the art sustainable forest management on the surrounding private

lands owned by members of the local community. All work undertaken

on the 'Inimim will be pursued with this educational and model

project goal in mind.

Practice 15: Study Area

The Community-Based Sustainable Forestryproject on the 'Inimim and

the 'Inimim Forest itself will be of interest to other communities,

public and private land agencies and educational institutions.

Projects will be conducted in such a way that they will be open and

accessible to interested people. Documentation of the projects an

important part of sustainable forestry.

Practice 16: Fire as an ecological tool

In order to reintroduce fire into the ecosystem, it will be

necessary to reduce fuels using a variety of methods, including

mechanical removal of brush, chipping, thinning, and pruning. The

purpose of reintroducing fire is to reduce the likelihood of

catastrophic fires, to increase the rate of nutrient cycling in the

system, and to preparing the seedbed for regeneration of forest

trees and plants.
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ALTERNATIVE TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

No Action Alternative:

Management of resources would continue to be based on the goals,

objectives, and land use decisions in the Sierra MFP as amended in

1988. Any need for site-specific land use planning would be met

through the Bureau's standard planning procedures.
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

General Description:

San Juan Ridge is located in Nevada County. It is about 22 miles

long, and runs from the southwest to the northeast. The ridge is

about 1,500 feet in elevation at the western end, and about 5,000

feet at the eastern end. The Middle Fork Yuba River forms the

northern boundary and the South Fork Yuba River is the southern

boundary.

The most striking feature of San Juan Ridge is the presence of very

large, old hydraulic mining pits. One of these, Malakoff Diggings,

is a California State Historical Park.

Socio-Economic Setting:

Nevada County: Nevada County is one of the most rapidly growing

counties in California. The population has roughly tripled over

the past 20 years. The current population, 78,645 persons in the

1990 Census, is largely interspersed throughout the rural portions

of the county; only 11,903 persons live in one of the two major

urban centers, Grass Valley and Nevada City.

Nevada County Population Changes

1970 Census 26,346

1980 Census 51,645

1990 Census 78,645

2000 (Projected) 122,879

The economy of Nevada County consists of much more than the

traditional mining, logging, and agricultural economic base so

common in the Sierra Nevada region. Not quite half the labor force

is involved in retail sales and services.

Nevada County Employment (1987)

Retail Trade 25%

Services 23%

State & Local Government 17%

Manufacturing 14%

Construction & Mining 8%

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 5%

Transportation & Utilities 3%

Wholesale Trade 2%

Agriculture 1%
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Population density in Nevada County is increasing, from 74.1

persons per square mile in 1980 to 82.0 persons per square mile in

1990. In comparison, the 1990 population density for the State of

California was 190.8 persons per square mile.

The population in Nevada County is older than the rest of the

state, with a nmdian age of 39.3 years, compared to 31.5 for

California as a whole. Many people have chosen to retire in Nevada

County. Interestingly, in 1980, 57.5% of the population in Nevada

County were California natives, while only 45.3% of the total state

population were.

In local politics, there have been differences of opinion, with

respect to land use planning, between the older, established

residents and the more recent migrants. In general, the

established residents, those whose families have lived in the area

for several generations, tend to support the continuation of

traditional uses of land for economic purposes. By contrast, the

newer residents, who often retain an urban perspective, tend to

support more protection of the environment than occurred in the

past.

San Juan Ridge: The 'Inimim Forest is located in an area which is

in land use transition. Prior to the 1960s, the area, including

Cherokee, North Columbia, and other private lands near the 'Inimim

parcels, was sparsely populated and generally undeveloped. The

major land uses occurring before the 1960s were limited agriculture

and forestry. During the 1960s, land speculators bought many of

the larger parcels in the area and subdivided them for sale as

residential building sites. A large number of parcels were created

in this manner, their sizes ranging from three to five acres up to

40 acres and larger.

At first, there was limited demand for these parcels. In most

cases, utilities and access to parcels were not provided or

provided at a marginal level of service. Most of the parcels

remained undeveloped until the late 1960s and 1970s when a

migration to the area began. This migration continues to this day.

The new people, many of whom have moved to the area from San

Francisco or Sacramento urban centers, are seeking not only a new

place to live but also a change in life style. Many of the new

residents are younger families or retired couples seeking the rural

character of this part of Nevada County. These residents tend to

express an idealistic attitude towards the land and its

stewardship. Many have set out establishing farms, institutions,

small businesses and communal enclaves.

Along with single family residential uses, there is also a major

institutional use directly adjacent to the 'Inimim lands. This

institution, the Ananda Cooperative, Inc., is a religious village

with an average population of approximately 120. Ananda is a
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commune, based on the teachings of Paramahansa Yogananda, witl1 a

lifestyle focussing on meditation, quiet manual labors and sailf

sufficiency. This community is also commercial in the sense tflnat

it holds frequent retreats for people from outside the area \who

come to Ananda for spiritual renewal.

Residential construction cn1 existing parcels is continuing to

occur. It should be acknowledged that in some, perhaps manyn

cases, single parcels are shared or owned and inhabited by uuare

than one family.

The San Juan Ridge community is comprised both of long-tjJne

residents and more recent arrivals. Many residents of the fornuer

group have lived on the ridge for decades and are now reachirg;

retirement age. The residents of the area who have lived there'ter1

years or less are predominantly well-educated young people, ofterl

with small children, who have come from urban areas to seek a

different lifestyle in this low density rural setting. A portion

of both groups of residents are artists, writers, and craftspeopile

whose livelihoods can be pursued at home.

The more recent arrivals to the ridge area, along with some of the

old-timers, tend to seek a simpler, less technology-dependern:

existence which allows them the benefits of less noise, less

traffic congestion, less air and water pollution than are

characteristic of the state's urban areas. The level of community

awareness is remarkably high, with the seemingly tight-knit

residents coalescing around issues perceived as threatening their

lifestyle and values.

According to the 1990 Census, 1,356 persons live on San Juan Ridge

in the vicinity of the 'Inimim Forest in 452 housing units.

Topography:

The 'Inimim Forest study area is located along the crest of San

Juan Ridge. The ridge top is dissected by secondary ridges,

canyons, and other topographic features. Topographic differences

on the ridge top vary as much as several hundred feet.

Climate:

San Juan Ridge is characterized by warm dry summers and cool moist

winters. Maximum daily temperatures are typically 80-90 degrees F.

during the summer, and 40-50 degrees F. in the winter.

Temperatures below freezing are recorded during the months of

December and January.

Average annual precipitation is between 40 and 50 inches.

Approximately 90% of annual precipitation falls during October
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through March, primarily as rain. Snow occasionally falls, but

accumulations are generally minor, and short-lived.

Air Quality:

Air quality is generally good. The area is above the inversion

layer common to the Sacramento Valley. Air pollution has not yet

become a problem.

M>_q;z=

The bedrock of the central portion of San Juan Ridge consists of

two contrasting rock series. The first is of metamorphic rocks of

Paleozoic age the Calaveras Formation. Included are slate,

phyllite, sandstone, quartz-mica schist, graphitic schist, and

quartzite. The second consists of layered sedimentary and

pyroclastic rocks of Tertiary age. The layered rocks were

deposited mostly by the ancestral Yuba River, which drained

approximately the same area the present day Yuba River does.

During the Pliocene Epoch, about three million years ago, the

modern Sierra Nevada Range began to form as the result of rapid

uplifting and westward tilting of the earth's crust. This

radically changed the drainage patterns of the region, including

the Yuba River. The old river bed was uplifted and bypassed by two

new stream channels, the middle and south forks of the Yuba, which

formed the deep "V"-shaped canyons, which now define San Juan

Ridge.

Soil:

Historically, soil erosion has been a problem on San Juan Ridge.

The hydraulic mining operations of last century caused much soil to

be washed downstream into the South Fork Yuba River and into the

Sacramento Valley. Past intensive logging practices have increased

soil loss of an unknown scale.

There are several soil series, typical of forested areas in the

Sierra Nevada, found on San Juan Ridge. These were described and

mapped by the Soil Conservation Service in a Soil Survey for Nevada

County published in August, 1975. For the purpose of the 'Inimim

Forest Management Plan, these have been classified into three

categories with respect to their potential for forest growth:

Group 1: These are deep, productive, and resilient soils capable

of supporting commercial conifer forests. The gently sloping lands

with these soils will be the focus of sustainable forestry. The

following soil series are included in Group 1: Aiken, Cohasset,

Hoda, Horseshoe, Josephine, and Sites.
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Group 2: Includes those marginally productive, dry, shallow soils

that support commercial conifer and broadleaf species. The

following soils are included in Group 2: Cohasset, Cohasset

McCarthy, Josephine, Josephine-Mariposa, Mariposa, and Musick.

Group 3: Soils in this group are not capable of supporting a

commercial coniferous forest. Instead, they contain

chaparral/shrubland, wetland, and non-commercial associations.

Barren areas were included in this group. The following soils are

included in Group 3: Chaix-Rock Outcrop, Iron Mountain, Mariposa

Maymen, Placer Diggings, Secca-Rock Outcrop, and Mine Tailings.

Hydrology:

There are three perennial streams that run through on these

parcels. The headwaters of one main branch of Shady Creek is in

the central 'Inimim Forest. Spring Creek and Holden Spring Creek

run through the eastern sector. Bigleaf maple, alder, and yew are

found in the little canyons. These are the major streams on the

middle part of San Juan Ridge, and are thus of considerable

importance. All three drain into the South Fork Yuba River.

Portions of two of the 'Inimim parcels drain north into the Middle

Fork Yuba River.

The drainage system on San Juan Ridge was disrupted by the

hydraulic mining operations that took place more than a century

ago. Because of these extensive topographic changes, some of the

local drainages are still actively eroding and depositing

quantities of sediment along their watercourses. This results in

high suspended sediment levels after heavy rainfall that causes a

marked yellow discoloration of the stream flow. These high

turbidity levels are due to the suspension of clays from the

exposed gravels. Shady Creek, which originates in the diggings, is

especially susceptible.

A number of ponds have been created by past mining activity. Many

of these clay-bottomed depressions retain water year-round. The

ponds have a number of characteristics common to bogs (e.g., low

pH) and support plant species usually found in bogs, often at

higher elevations.

Vegetation:

The central portion of San Juan Ridge is in the Yellow pine or

transition zone of the Sierra western slope. Elevations reach from

about 2,200 to 3,500. The Inimim Forest area presents a diversity

of habitats within this zone including mixed coniferous forest,

chaparral, riparian, and open meadow. Among the tree species are

ponderosa pine, black oak, madrone, sugar pine, Douglas fir, white

fir, incense cedar, tanbark oak, and Pacific yew. In the uppermost
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area there are some stands of blue oak and associated plants at the

limits of their range.

In the central area, plant communities are still recovering from

the hydraulic mining of a century ago. In other sections of the

'Inimim Forest, there are some remarkably intact areas of near-old

growth forest containing 5-foot diameter trees. Also included are

stands of healthy younger trees, a few lnanzanita stands, and

scattered small meadows. Further west, the vegetation is dominated

by blue oak, foothill pine, and manzanita.

Three areas of the 'Inimim forest support unusual plant

associations. The most distinctive is in parcel #5A, in an area of

shallow hydraulic diggings. A number of ponds have developed in

depressions left by mining. These artificial ponds wetland soils

have a number of unusual characteristics, including acidity (pH's

varying seasonally from 4.4 to 5.4), oxidized iron and low

fertility. These characteristics are typical of bogs, and many

species found in and surrounding these ponds are species typical of

natural bogs. The most noteworthy of these species is cranberry,

Vaccinium macrocappon, native to the eastern United States but

naturalized here. It is not known how the populations became

established in the diggings, whether cranberries were purposefully

introduced. There are vigorous cranberry populations both on

public land in parcel #5 and in the "East Pit" on adjacent private

land. These are the only known naturalized cranberry populations

in California. (The cranberries also have historical interest, and

they are gathered by the people in the area.)

The other species of note is the rare club moss, Lycopodium

inundatum known in California only from the diggings, and from

Humboldt Bay. The California Native Plant Society includes this

species in their "Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants

of California" in List 2, indicating that the plant is rare or

endangered in California, but more common elsewhere. Again this

plant is also found in the "East Pit."

 

A number of other species that occur associated with the ponds are

not rare, but together represent an unusual association of recent

origin in a nmn-made environment that has bog-like conditions.

Lodgepole pine and Labrador tea are among the species found at the

diggings usually found at much higher elevations in the Sierra.

Bladderworts and sundews also thrive at the diggings. These

plants, normally found in nutrient poor bogs, supplement their

nutrition by digesting animal prey.

Already, in the short period since the end of hydraulic mining, the

soils of the wetlands of the diggings have begun to evolve. Peat

has begun to form from the detritus of aquatic plants. Cranberry

clones have created mounds where they have persisted, altering the

microtopography.
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In the diggings there is clear evidence of the processes of rnan-

caused primary succession that was initiated only recently. ‘This

succession is affecting both soils and the plant community, arni it

is occurring both in wetlands and uplands. This area has ggreat

potential as both a site for research, and as an educational txaol.

A stand of the dwarf form of Oregon white oak, Brewer's oak,

Quercus garryana breweri occurs on the Shield's Camp parcel. Tfiiis

stand is of interest because the trees are less dwarfed tharl the

usual Brewer's oak, and they are growing in an apparently nuesic

site near a riparian zone (unusual for this taxon). Blue oaks tfliat

occur nearby are also of interest. This is near the upper erui of

the altitudinal range for this species at this latitude, and Inere

the ,blue oaks intergrade with mixed conifer forest. TTuese

relatively isolated stands of both oak species afford opportunitxies

to study the relationship between species distribution and physimzal

habitat conditions, including soils.

The Bald Mountain parcel contains Bald Mountain itself, an

outcropping of metabasic rocks. The dwarf Oregon white oak can be

found, along with the rare Macnab cypress.

No known Federally-listed Threatened or Endangered species aof

plants have been identified on the Public Lands of the ’InindJn

Forest as of February, 1995.

Timber Resources:

Portions of the 'Inimim Forest are included in Sustained Yield Unit

15.

Good stands of merchantable softwood timber of varying ages can be

found on several of the 'Inimim parcels. Included are ponderosa

pine, sugar pine, Douglas fir and incense cedar. Inventory data

from parcels one through nine indicates about 33,259 000 board feet

of timber of all age and size classes are currently standing. Very

little of the existing timber stands can accurately be called old

growth, although old growth characteristics are present in some

areas. Only a few of these trees were growing when the first gold

seekers came to San Juan Ridge during the Great Gold Rush of 1849.

The standing timber on the 'Inimim Forest lands generally appears

to be in good condition, even with the effects of the recent

drought years. An increasing number of trees in the region are

infested by bark beetles, but not nearly as many as in similar

habitat further south in other counties.

Logging has occurred on several, if not all, of the 'Inimim

parcels. Old skid roads, stumps, and cull logs can be commonly

found. No clear cuts have occurred in recent times under BLM

management; logging was more of a selection cut.
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The BLM established several conifer plantations on the 'Inimim

lands as part of the forest development program. Due to the

unavailability of budgeted funds, these plantations were not

periodically thinned or otherwise maintained over the years.

Brush, mostly manzanita, has grown up among the conifers.

Hardwoods not normally harvested for the commercial market, except

as fuelwood, are of interest to local craftspeople and carpenters.

In the past,these species, including black oak, madrone, or Pacific

yew, were sometimes removed to make room for conifers.

At the present time, there are no plans to sell green timber from

the BLM parcels on San Juan Ridge. There has been, and will

continue to be, periodic salvage sales of timber to reduce the

spread of insect infestations. Sales of dead and down wood for use

as firewood occurs during the late fall and early spring when the

fire hazard is low.

Wildlife:

Wildlife within the 'Inimim Forest are typical of the mixed

coniferous forest. Blacktail deer are commonly-seen large mammals.

There is abundant evidence of black bears, coyotes, and gray foxes.

Striped skunks and gray squirrels are present in most of the

forested areas. Local residents have reported observing mountain

lions, bobcats, ring-tails, and porcupines. Recently, the rare-to

the-Sierra shrew-mole (Neurorichus gibbsii) was discovered and

confirmed on one of the 'Inimim Forest parcels. This extended the

animal's range into the Sierra for the first time; the recognized

southern limit of the shrew-mole's range is now the 'Inimim.

It is suspected, but not documented, that the elusive fisher, a

Category 2 candidate for listing under the Endangered Species Act,

may be an occasional visitor. (According to the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, a Category 2 candidate is a species that has been

proposed for listing, but more information is needed to make a

determination.)

To date, 123 species of birds have been documented to occur either

seasonally or as permanent residents to the 'Inimim Forest area

(Lukas, 1993). Wild turkeys and mountain quail can be found.

Several species of woodpeckers, including the pileated woodpecker,

are present. Wood warblers are commonly seen in the spring and

early summer. The California spotted owl is present, along with

the Northern goshawk; both are Category 2 candidates for listing

under the Endangered Species Act.

Several species of reptiles and amphibians are present. Included

among the reptiles are the fence ("blue-belly") lizard, western

skink, Northern Alligator lizard, racer, and Western rattlesnake.

The Western pond turtle, also a category 2 candidate species, has
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been observed in Lonesome Lake in the Big Parcel. The coast horned

lizard has been found on Bald Mountain.

Among the known amphibians are the California newt, Western toad,

Pacific tree frogy andthe introduced bull frog. The yellow-legged

frog, another category 2 candidate, has been found on private lands

adjacent to the Public Lands of the 'Inimim.

A good population of rainbow and brown trout is present in Spnfiing

Creek. High spring flows help to bring young fish from this

important perennial tributary into the main South Fork Yuba River

channel.

Invertebrate species in the 'Inimim Forest have not been

inventoried, so little is known of them. The deer tick, known to

be a vector for Lyme's disease, is present.

The California Department of Fish and Game (1966) has identified

San Juan Ridge as critical wintering habitat for the Nevada City

deer herd.

No known Federally-listed Threatened or Endangered species of

wildlife have been identified on the Public Lands of the 'Inimim

Forest as of February, 1995.

Cultural Resources:

San Juan Ridge was originally occupied by the Hill Nisenan

(Southern Maidu) People. The territory encompassing the upper

drainages of the Bear and Yuba Rivers was home to one of several

tribelets.

Although the entire 'Inimim Forest area has not been intensively

inventoried for cultural resources, several important

archaeological sites are known. One of the sites, Many Springs,

has been determined eligible for the National Register of

Historical Places. Nearby are at least two other very old

archeological sites. The Many Springs site (CA-NEV-251) was most

recently excavated during the summer of 1988 under the direction of

Greg White of the University of California, Davis.

San Juan Ridge was the scene of a great deal of mining activity

during the Great California Gold Rush of 1849. Gold was discovered

in the area in 1850. During the heyday of gold mining, thousands

of miners lived and worked on the ridge. There were several towns.

Artifacts of the mining era (ditches, remnants of flumes, old bits

of lumber with square nails, Chinese porcelain, etc...) are

scattered throughout the region. There are the remains of an old

miner's cabin, perhaps from the 1930's, on upper Spring Creek.
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Hydraulic mining on a massive scale took place from the mid-1850s

to 1884, and to some smaller degree after that into the late 1880s.

Chinese miners worked small-scale placers in the area from the

1890s to the early 1900s.

Grazing:

There are currently no grazing leases in the area. Grazing has

occurred in the past, as evidenced by old fences. Occasionally,

cattle inadvertently enter the 'Inimim Forest lands from

neighboring pastures through holes in fences.

Mineral Potential[Mining:

The gravels of the Tertiary Yuba River are described as auriferous,

which means they contain placer gold. Most of the gold is toward

the bottom of the ancient river gravel beds, which can be several

hundred feet thick.

San Juan Ridge was the scene of intensive mining activity beginning

in about 1850 and continuing to this day. The major technique used

to extract placer gold from the ancient river gravels was hydraulic

mining. This was done on a large scale until 1884, when a Superior

Court Judge ordered the mining companies to stop filling the

streams and rivers with silt and other debris. Farmers in the

Central Valley were upset by the huge amount of silt washed

downstream and deposited on their fields. The farming communities

of Marysville and Yuba City were particularly threatened by

flooding as the bed of the Yuba River rose with the accumulation of

hydraulic mining debris.

Land areas on San Juan Ridge with high potential for auriferous

gravels passed into private ownership years ago through the

patenting process established by the Mining Law of 1872. Several

of the 'Inimim parcels, however, are thought to contain gravels

that haven't been thoroughly mined. These are Numbers 2, 5, and 8.

These gravels are along the edges of the main deposits, and

probably contain very little gold.

The 'Inimim parcels surround a major deposit of auriferous gravels,

which is in private ownership. Although this area was subjected to

wide-spread hydraulic mining last century, the practice was halted

long before the richer portions of the gravels were reached. The

current owner, the Siskon Gold Corporation, is currently working an

underground drift mine along the bedrock/gravel contact, where the

placer gold is most likely to be found.

There are no known sources of lode gold within the 'Inimim Forest.
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The 'Inimim lands have 27 mining claims and 11 claimants. Only two

claimants have filed notices of mining claim operations witki the

Folsom Resource Area Office. None of the claims are held by

Siskon.

Wildfire Histogy:

Historical evidence indicates that wildfires have always beerx an

ecological force in ponderosa pine communities such as the 'IniJnim

(Wright, et al., 1982). These fires thinned the stands, eliminated

young pines including thickets, and kept the ponderosa pine forests

open and park-like.

Fire is apparently a natural, recurring phenomenon in the Sierra

Nevada forests. Wildfires started by lightning are commonplace.

Numerous plants demonstrate an ability to co-exist and thrive‘with

periodic burning. There is reason to believe that aboriginal

people systematically set fires for several purposes (Anderson,

1990, 1993). It is thought that such fires tended to be of low

intensity, andwould burn slowly along the ground for days, or even

weeks at a time. The result was a forest which was relatively free

from dense undergrowth, and was a mosaic of different age classes

and structures, reflecting the random patterns of fire.

It is believed by an increasing number of land managers that the

absence of fire, through suppression and other techniques, has

created an unnatural buildup of potential fuels and set the stage

for catastrophic wildfires.

There have been several major forest fires on San Juan Ridge in

historic times, and numerous small fires. Bits of charred wood,

fire scars on trees, and old fire lines are present throughout the

region, including on the Public Lands. Fire protection is provided

by the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, and

the U.S. Forest Service.

The potential for a catastrophic wildfire on the 'Inimim Forest is

very high. There is a dense understory on much of the Public Land,

as well as the private. Stands of young trees, both plantations

and natural growth, have not been thinned. There is a buildup of

light fuels on the forest floor, and dense chaparral on some of the

south facing slopes. In many places, a fuel-ladder exists, by

which a ground fire could easily burn up into the conifer crowns.

Damage from a catastrophic wildfire would be total. All living

things, including deep soil organisms, will be killed, if not

consumed, by the intense heat, which can approach 2,000 degrees

fahrenheit. Soil erosion is accelerated by the loss of vegetation

and by the heat-caused changes in soil structure. The result is a

sterile landscape which will take decades to recover.
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In past years, a wildfire would damage only the forest habitat.

Today, the ridge is dotted with private residences, not all of

which are fire-safe, thus setting the stage for a human tragedy.

If a fire were to occur, firefighting agencies would be obligated

to assign crews to defend structures from the fire, rather than

concentrate all available crews in an all-out effort to stop the

spread of the fire.

In September, 1988, the Forty Niner Fire occurred a few miles to

the west of the 'Inimim Forest in similar terrain with similar

vegetation. It burned 33,700 acres and destroyed 312 structures,

including many homes.

A detailed fire history for the 'Inimim Forest has been undertaken

by the Yuba Watershed Institute, using fire scars on trees and

other evidence. This information will enable those who study

timber stand development in the future to extend their information

into the past, thus increasing its scientific value.

Land Tenure and Ownership:

The ten parcels of Public Land which comprise the 'Inimim Forest

are all part of the original public domain, which came directly

into Federal ownership in January, 1848, through the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo, which ended the war with Mexico. There are

numerous rights-of-way for access and utilities on the Public Land

parcels.

The Sierra Planning Area Management Framework Plan as Amended

identified the following 'Inimim Forest parcels for possible

transfer of ownership to Nevada County for public purposes: #2

SugarLoaf, #5 Big Parcel, #6 Bear Tree, #7 Spring Creek, portions

of #8, Shield's Camp, and #9 Big View. It is now the intention of

the Federal Government to retain these lands in Federal ownership.

The largest private landowner in the area is the Siskon Gold

Corporation, holder of the North Columbia hydraulic diggings, about

2,300 acres.

To the north of the 'Inimim Forest are National Forest lands,

administered by the Tahoe National Forest, Nevada City Ranger

District. The ownership pattern of the National Forest is a

checkerboard, dating back to the land grant made to the Central

Pacific Railroad last century.

To the east is Malakoff Diggings State Historical Park, owned and

operated by the California Department of Parks and Recreation.

To the south are BLM-administered lands designated as the South

Yuba Recreation Area. Eventually, these lands may be transferred

to the California Department of Parks and Recreation.
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To the west, most of the land is private.

There are no current plans for the Bureau to either acquire or

dispose of lands on San Juan Ridge.

Visual Resources:

A Visual Resources Analysis has not been done in the study area.

Visual qualities, however, appear to be quite high. Both of the

highways used for access to the 'Inimim Forest area, State Routes

20 and 49, are designated Scenic Highways in the Nevada County

General Plan. The Tyler-Foote Road has the same scenic qualities

which brought scenic status to Highways 20 and 49.

Recreation:

The 'Inimim Forest lands are presently used primarily by local

residents, and individuals associated with the Ananda Institute for

activities such as hiking, horseback riding, nature study, and

hunting. There are no developed recreation sites.

There is some occasional camping. Much of this is legitimate

recreational camping--short term visits by persons from outside the

local area. However, there have been incidences of individuals

setting up camps with the intention of long-term stays, well in

excess of the allowable 14-day" camping‘ period“ Often, these

individuals are problem people, best dealt with by law enforcement

officers. The 'Inimim Forest has several out-of-the-way sites

which have been used in the past for this purpose.

The 'Inimim Forest is adjacent to the popular South Yuba River

Recreation Lands. These lands are concentrated along the South

Fork of the Yuba River, and are managed jointly by the BLM and the

California Department of Parks and Recreation. Both agencies have

an on-going land acquisition program to expand public ownership of

the river. It is the stated policy of both agencies to acquire

land only from willing sellers. There is a BLM-managed campground

near the river, and several trails which parallel the river.

InteppretationlEnvironmental Education:

The local residential community has a strong interest in natural

history, ecology, and land use questions. The elementary schools,

and the local community and cultural center (The North Columbia

Schoolhouse Cultural Center) have served as centers for workshops

and field trips to these parcels over the last two decades, led by

locally based educators, biologists, amateur naturalists, and

foresters. In recent years university students from the University

of California, Berkeley, University of California, Davis, Chico
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State College, Reed College, Swarthmore College, University of the

Ryukyus (Japan), and other institutions have visited these woods.

Some have stayed to become involved in larger Sierra forestry

issues. The schedule of workshops and field trips organized

locally is increasing yearly.

The BLM has no educational programs of its own on the 'Inimim

lands, however, BLM personnel have participated in activities

organized by others.

Area of Critical Environmental Concern:

On February 18, 1991, the Yuba Watershed Institute, submitted a

proposal to the BLM's Folsom Resource Area office which nominated

the 'Inimim Forest as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern.

The Nevada County Board of Supervisors gave their approval to the

proposed designation in a resolution on May 14, 1991. The BLM

produced an Environmental Analysis of the proposal and put that

document out for public review. Public comment was extensive.

The proposal triggered some concerns. Some of the neighbors of the

'Inimim Forest, notably the Siskon Gold Corporation, were worried

that ACEC designation could result in restrictions being placed on

their private lands to protect resource values on adjacent Federal

parcels. Since Siskon was well into planning their project, and

was beginning the tedious process of obtaining the necessary state

and county approvals for their mining operation, they did not want

to have to revamp their plans, and perhaps begin the permit process

all over again.

After a public meeting on the topic, the BLM and YWI jointly

decided to hold the nomination in abeyance until further work could

be done on the production of a management plan--enough work so that

people could clearly see how the lands would be managed. Later, it

was decided to complete the management plan, then revive the

nomination proposal.

On September 7, 1993, the Board of Supervisors reversed itself and

passed a resolution which rescinded its support of the. ACEC

designation. No official reason was given, but during a discussion

of the resolution, one supervisor cited a general distrust of the

Federal government. At the same meeting, the Supervisors also

passed a resolution which endorsed the objectives of the

Cooperative Management Agreement signed by the BLM, YWI, and the

Timber Framers (Appendix #3).
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IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The direct impacts of the proposed action will be the management of

1,813 acres of Public Land to achieve the goals described in the

Cooperative Management Agreement between the BLM, YWI, and the

Timber Framers. Management will consist of the selective and

appropriate application of the sixteen forest practices previously

described.

The cumulative impacts of this action will be those associated with

the re-establishment of a late seral stage forest on the Federal

lands which constitute the 'Inimim Forest. Harvesting of resources

will continue to occur, but on a sustainable basis, and with a

lighter hand and more consideration for maintenance of the entire

ecosystem.

Socio-Economic Factors:

The greatest impact that adoption and implementation of the 'Inimim

Forest Management Plan will have on the residents of San Juan Ridge

is that it will ultimately make the area a nicer place to live and

work. The natural beauty of the forest will be increased.

Wildlife will be more commonly seen. The fear of catastrophic

wildfire will be lessened. Uncertainty over the status of Federal

lands will be ended.

The proposed action will clearly demonstrate a long-term commitment

by the Bureau to manage the Public Lands of the 'Inimim Forest in

close cooperation with the local community. This, in turn, will

stimulate, encourage, and expand community participation in the

management of the 'Inimim lands.

Practice #10 -- Worker Training: The proposed requirement for

forest workers to be trained in forest ecology and forest

management techniques will reduce inadvertent damage to the

environment. Workers who understand forest dynamics and the

consequences of their actions will tend to avoid inadvertent damage

to forest resources. They will also be quick to see potential

problems.

However, implementation of this practice may prove contentious.

Some workers will feel that since they have worked in the woods all

their lives, they already know all they need to know. Others may

have difficulty in obtaining the necessary training. Some workers

may not be able to complete the training, thus making themselves

ineligible for work on the 'Inimim.
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Practice #11 -- Contract Sizing: It is anticipated that the

Management Plan will have a direct, positive impact on the economy

of San Juan Ridge. Much of the work of plan implementation will be

done by contract with local workers. Forest workers will be needed

to implement the fuels reduction program. Timber stand

improvements, such as thinning or pruning, will need to be done.

Timber sales from the 'Inimim lands will be of a small scale, thus

giving small operators an opportunity to bid on high-quality wood.

There is a small, but viable market for wood harvested by

environmentally sound methods on lands such as the 'Inimim Forest.

Some consumers will pay premium prices for wood products which can

be "certified" with the history of the tree from which the wood

came.

The method of timber sale would continue to be by auction.

Prospective buyers would submit sealed bids, with the high bidder

winning the right to make the purchase. The small size of the

sales would give small, local businesses the opportunity to submit

competitive bids.

At the present time, most contracts for work on Federal lands

require a large amount of capital to be able to successfully bid on

the contracts. Existing businesses on San Juan Ridge tend to be

small, with limited resources.

By keeping 'Inimim contracts small, local businesses will have a

better chance to compete. For example, several people could pool

their resources to submit a bid on a timber sale. Since only a few

trees would be involved, it could be possible to mill the timber on

the site, keeping costs down.

Other contracts, such as for clearing the forest understory, could

provide steady work for individuals who may have proper equipment.

Practice #12 -- Late-Succession Forest: The encouragement of old

growth conifers will emphasize the production of high grade wood

products, not high volume. Techniques designed to improve the

quality of lumber, such as pruning, will be considered and utilized

where appropriate. Tree species not normally utilized, except as

fuelwood, such as black oak, madrone, or Pacific yew, would be

available for harvest on a case-by-case basis for use by local

carpenters or wood craftsmen.

Local wood workers would benefit from the policy of managing the

forest for late seral stage growth. The wood best suited for most

carpentry comes from old growth trees. For most uses, desirable

wood is clear, relatively free from knots, and dense, with close

packed growth rings. Logging practices of the past several decades

have removed many of the existing old growth conifers from the

Pacific Northwest and the Sierra, making it increasingly difficult

to obtain suitable material.
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Practice #14 -- Education: Many near-by private property owners

are keenly interested in the 'Inimim Forest project because what

works on the Federal lands may also work on theirs. For example,

to many of the residents of San Juan Ridge, standing timber on

their lands is about the same as money in the bank--selling the

timber can bring them a substantial amount of cash. The

opportunity to observe forest practices designed to improve the

quality (and value) of standing timber will be of great interest.

Practice #16 -- Fire: Reduction of the potential for a

catastrophic wildfire on the Federal lands through prescribed burns

will make San Juan Ridge a safer place to live. Plan

implementation will greatly reduce the existing fuel load, thus

reducing the chance for a wildfire to reach into tree crowns where

it could spread rapidly. This may add to property values, and

possibly have an effect on fire insurance rates.

The potential for a wildfire will not be affected by plan

implementation--as long as there are lightning storms and careless

people, there will be wildfires. With the reduced fuel load,

however, it is anticipated that wildfires will tend to be of low

intensity, relatively easy to put out, and not be as great a danger

to lives and property.

A prescribed burn plan will describe the exact area to be burned,

and state exactly what will be burned, and what will not.

Firelines will be planned and constructed to contain the fire, and

stand-by suppression crews and equipment will be made available.

Prescribed burns, however, always carry with them the element of

risk. No outdoor fire--even backyard barbeques--is one hundred

percent safe. Even under the best of conditions, it is possible,

although not likely, for such a fire to "escape" and become a

wildfire. Because of this inherent possibility, prescribed burns

on the Public Lands will be planned by the BLM, and executed with

the resources made available by the signatories of the Coordinated

Resources Management Plan developed for San Juan Ridge.

Roads used by private property owners and others for access will be

kept open for possible escape routes. They will also be cleared of

excess vegetation on both sides to function as fuelbreaks.

Topography:

The proposed action will have no effect on topography.

Climate:

The proposed action will have no effect on climate.
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Air Qgality:

Practice #16 -- Fire: The use of fire as an ecological tool will

have an occasional impact on air quality in the form of wood smoke

on the day of the fire. The amount of smoke generated by a

prescribed burn will vary according to the type of fuels being

burned, the degree of fuel moisture, and atmospheric conditions.

Like all fires, prescribed fires emit carbon dioxide, carbon

monoxide, hydrocarbons, and particulates. Particulates are the

principle concern since they are visible as smoke caused by

incomplete combustion. Smoke is often considered an atmospheric

pollutant. Some scientists, however, believe wood smoke is a

naturally-occurring feature, and that smoke from wildlands fires

will always be present in the atmosphere during the burning season.

The question is whether smoke comes suddenly and in large

quantities from intense fires, or comes gradually in small amounts

from prescribed burns set for good purpose and carefully managed.

Biswell (1989) indicates that prescribed fires produce about a

tenth as much particulate matter per acre of fuels burned compared

to wildfires. Wildfires consume about one third more fuel per acre

than prescribed fires. Biswell goes on to report that in

Washington and Arizona, prescribed fires were used effectively to

reduce wildfire hazard and limit the acreage burned in wildfires.

The result was a reduction in wildfire incidence of about 78%,

damage by 87%, and the cost of wildfire control was reduced by 55%.

Furthermore, Biswell reports that Robert Cooper, working in the

Southeastern United States, found that with no prescribed burning

in the area, particulate production from wildfires was about four

million tons per year. With prescribed fire, the total production

of particulates was reduced to about a half million tons per year.

Cooper found there was no evidence to indicate that air quality had

deteriorated more in areas where prescribed fire is used than in

areas where it is rarely used. However, total particulate matter

from wildfires would be about seven times greater without the

prescribed burning program. The conclusion reached was that one of

the best ways to reduce overall smoke output is through prescribed

burning.

The amount of smoke production resulting from prescribed fire is

variable and complex. However, based on the fire prescribed and

the smoke management plan that would be followed, the amount of

smoke would be minimal. Such a plan would include burning only on

designated burn days, backfiring rather than headfiring (which

reduces smoke by up to 35%), and burning only during periods of

appropriate instability of air to facilitate smoke dispersion

(USDA,1978).

Under these conditions, about 50 pounds of particulate matter per

ton of fuel will be emitted. If it is assumed that 1,000 acres of
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the 'Inimim is included in the prescribed burn program, and that a

20-year rotation is used for the burning cycle, then 50 acres per

year would be burned. With an average fuel loading of 20 tons per

acre, total particulate matter emitted will be 1,000 pounds. This

will occur as a smoke plume that will last for a few hours, then

disappear. This is the approximate equivalent of a five acre

wildfire.

Harmful effects of smoke from prescribed burns, both real and

perceived, will depend on the concentration of smoke. For

prescribed burns, this impact is predictable, and can be

substantially reduced by ensuring local residents are informed of

impending prescribed burns, so they have adequate opportunity to

prepare for increased smoke, should they have a need to do so.

The standard procedure of coordinating prescribed burns with the

local air quality agency, and obtaining an air quality burning

permit from them will be continued.

Geology:

The proposed action will have no effect on Geology.

Soil:

Practice #1 -- Natural Cycles: This will optimize soil stability,

minimize erosion and assist in the process of soil development.

Rice (et al, 1972) found that in virtually all forests in the

Pacific Northwest, surface erosion was minimal under undisturbed

conditions.

In undisturbed conditions, the forest floor is composed of fresh

litter on the surface over layers of partially decomposed organic

material which grades into a mixture with the mineral soil.

Burroughs (et al, 1972) found that organic compounds in the surface

soil often aggregate fine soil particles and improve infiltration

properties of the forest soils, minimizing erosion. The coarser

organic particles on the forest floor intercept raindrops and

protect the soil. Because of high infiltration rates in surface

soils under the forest floor, surface runoff is rare in undisturbed

forests.

As the"Inimim Plan progresses in its implementation, conditions

will evolve into the largely undisturbed forest conditions.

Therefore, this practice will result in positive impacts.

Practice #3 -- Reforestation: Rapid replanting of vegetation will

have a positive impact by increasing the amount of surface area of

plants which intercept raindrops. The plant stems and roots will

retard runoff, and the root systems will bind the soil and increase
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inii1J:ration. The overall effectiveness of this practice will vary

with time, with the highest effectiveness being the complete

protection afforded by a mature forest with undisturbed litter

(Leach, 1941).

Practice #5 -- Small Group Selection: This will have short-term

negative impacts on soil. The removal of canopy reduces the degree

of interception of rain drops and removes a portion of the source

of organic deposition on the forest floor. Reseeding, limiting the

maximum size of opening to 1.5 times the mature height of the

forest canopy on site will minimize the duration of the impact.

Practice #6 -- Existing Roads: This will greatly reduce the

impacts of proposed logging operations compared to the development

of new roads and skid trails, but will nevertheless result in

negative impacts. An estimated five miles of road and 2,500 feet

of skid roads will be used annually to support logging. The BLM

Nationwide Timber Management EIS (1975) found that road

construction has the greatest impact of all timber management

activities. The impacts of clearing, grubbing, excavation, and

grading can, generally, but not totally be avoided on the 'Inimim

by using existing roads and skid trails. However, soil will be

displaced during logging, skidding, yarding, and transportation;

soil compaction will occur in areas used by heavy equipment, and

some grading and surface repair of roads and skid trails will

disturb the soil resulting in minimal erosion.

Approximately 15 acres would be involved with haul roads and one

acre would be impacted by skid trail use. Impacts associated with

haul roads would be minimal because these roads currently receive

periodic grading as routine maintenance. Use by logging trucks

would require additional maintenance but this additional increment

of disturbance would be minor.

One acre per year would be disturbed on skid trails and landings

during logging operations. This acre would be fully disturbed as

logs are skidded to landings and heavy equipment travels_over the

trails and logs are decked and loaded onto trucks. This impact

would be minimized by the placement of waterbars and mulch.

Practice #7 -- Soil Cover: This practice is fundamental to soil

protection and development, and is a positive impact that will

protect and improve soil on the 'Inimim parcels. Soil loss from

erosion will be reduced, thereby helping to maintain long term soil

productivity.

In the short term, the spreading of mulch can reduce the natural

establishment of species adapted to establishment in bare mineral

soil. It can also depress the availability of soil nitrogen which

may affect plant growth.
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Practice #8 -- Soil Organic Matter: Maintaining soil organic

matter will help preserve long term soil productivity. Organic

matter augments soil water holding capacity and nutrient retention,

as well as reducing soil bulk density. Chipping and spreading

woody material, like other mulches, may cause a temporary reduction

in nitrogen availability.

Practice #12 -- Late Succession Forest: This practice will have a

positive impact on forest soil. Late successional forests with

multi-layered canopy and well-developed organic and debris layer

optimize conditions for soil stability and development.

Practice #16 -- Fire: The Soil Conservation Service (1984) reports

that low intensity prescribed burns appear to cause less erosion

than high intensity wildfire. Low intensity burns, like those

planned for the 'Inimim, do not reach the high temperatures of a

wildfire burn. Soil erosion is minimized because the low intensity

burns preserve the litter to some extent and because water

repellency is minimized following low intensity burns (DeBano,

1981). There would be some impact to soils because even though

litter is preserved to some extent, there would be a net loss of

litter and duff layer which could affect soil stability.

Prescription burning allows control over the area and pattern of

burning which, in turn, effects the temperature of the burn. The

SCS notes that unpublished field observations found the prescribed

burns should reduce erosion by 25-90%, with an average reduction of

50% over erosion caused by wildfire.

Hydrology:

The proposed action will have a positive impact on the hydrology by

insuring that the three perennial streams and the several

intermittent drainages are not disturbed, and that water quality is

not lessened.

Practices #6, #7, #8 -- Soils: All three of these practices are

designed to reduce soil erosion, and to improve the quality of

forest soils. The reduction of soil erosion will ultimately

improve water quality in the creeks of the 'Inimim Forest,

especially Spring and Holden Spring Creeks. Since Shady Creek

originates within the diggings, and runs the first part of its

course through exposed tertiary river gravels, it will take much

longer to improve its sedimentation problems.

Practice #13 -- Riparian Zones: By maintaining the vegetation of

the riparian zones, soil erosion will be further reduced. The

streamside vegetation will act to inhibit natural erosion, and

prevent soil particles from entering the stream.
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Vegetation:

The proposed action will have a long-tern1 positive impact on

vegetation by allowing natural forest diversity to evolve, and by

providing conditions for a healthy, stable forest.

Unusual and non-commercial plant habitats, such as the cranberry

bogs in the diggings, or the Macnab cypress on Bald Mountain, will

be managed to insure their protection.

Plant species which prefer disturbed areas may be reduced in

number. Also, plants which currently constitute the forest

understory, such as white fir, may be reduced in number on the

Federal parcels because of the effort to reduce the fuel load.

Practice #1 -- Natural Cycles: Essentially, this is a policy of

actively doing nothing. In some areas, under certain conditions,

human intervention can be non-productive, or actually work to

hinder the process of forest succession.

Natural vegetation or timber stand development will occur to the

extent that allowing a policy of allowing natural events to unfold

can be implemented. However, a number of the other practices

listed call for human intervention to modify natural processes.

Perhaps a better statement of the practice would be that one

important goal is to allow natural processes to act whenever there

is no direct conflict with other management goals.

Practice #2 -- Working" with Succession: Assisting succession

implies a thorough understanding of the path that natural stand

development will follow. In practice, an existing older stand will

probably be chosen as a model, and the development of the new stand

will be guided in that direction by silvicultural practices,

especially through the control of competition.

Unlike traditional forestry that often seeks to eliminate

competitive species, this practice states that early successional

species will be allowed to grow in the stand in recognition of the

positive role some or all may play in long term soil productivity.

For instance, the impact that retaining Ceanothus shrubs can.have

on other vegetation is indicated by Conard (et al, 1985), who

summarized research on Ceanothus-conifer interactions. Ceanothus

species contribute to nitrogen fixation by their symbiotic

relationship with actyinomyctes in root nodules. Conard also

discusses reports of increased conifer seedling survival (factors

other than nitrogen may be at work) and higher foliar nitrogen

levels for conifer seedlings growing under Ceanothus canopies.

On the other hand, Conard cites studies which demonstrated

increased conifer growth with a release from Ceanothus competition.

With the retention of competitive shrubs, some sacrifice of tree

growth rates may occur with the goal of maintaining long-term soil
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productivity.

Practice #3 -- Reforestation: The genetic integrity of local

groupings of plants will be protected by using only local stock.

If any ecotypic selection has occurred locally it will be

preserved, and may provide an advantage under local conditions.

This principle, although applied on a larger scale than envisioned

here, has long been recognized and employed in reforestation

programs. Generally, only seeds collected from the same seed zone

as the project area are grown for restocking the project site

(Schubert, et al, 1971).

To the extent natural seeding is allowed to occur, the goal of

maintaining natural processes will be achieved. In contrast to

earlier ecologists who postulated a predetermined series of plant

associations that follow one another in an inevitable succession in

response to site characteristics, more recent ecological work

(after Gleason, 1926, and Egler, 1954) has emphasized chance

immigration events and both natural and man-caused disturbances as

important determinants of vegetation. Because the eventual

composition of the stand is often dependent on the initial

composition of the seeds (or other propagules) remaining after

disturbance, or arriving soon after disturbance, leaving this stage

up to nature can dramatically influence the whole course of stand

development. Diversity can result from chance as well as microsite

differences.

Establishment of late successional stage forests should occur

faster with the use of local stock due to reduced mortality and

injury, and increased growth rate of trees. Planting genetically

improved stock might produce even greater growth rates than using

seed from unselected local sources, but this would be at a

sacrifice of overall genetic diversity.

Practice #4 -- Thinning From Below: This practice can have an

important effect on species composition with timber stand

development. In the discussion of the practice, avoiding changing

species composition is mentioned as one goal. Simply thinning all

understory species by taking the same proportion of stems of each

species will cause no immediate change in species composition.

But, if the goal is a thinning strategy that will produce the

species composition that would have evolved naturally, a nwre

complex model, which considers both overstory and understory

species composition, shade tolerance, competition and other

mortality factors should be used. A thinned stand with more light

and less water competition will behave differently than a denser

stand, and species composition will change accordingly.

Thinning from below tends to crudely imitate tree mortality from

fires by removing smaller trees. But to write a prescription for

thinning to simulate stand conditions that would have prevailed

with the more frequent burning regime before fire suppression, the
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fire susceptibility of each species would need to be incorporated.

Again, simple proportional thinning would not achieve this aim.

When thinning occurs, the stand will be opened, allowing more light

penetration to the forest floor. Shrubs and herbs will temporarily

increase in response to increased light and decreased competition

for water. Eventually, the remaining tree crowns will expand to

form a closed canopy, and light penetration will be reduced to

levels similar to that before thinning.

Practice #5 -- Small Group Selection: Logging by small group

selection simulates the natural process of small gap formation in

the forest canopy caused by processes like windthrow, or fires of

moderate intensity that kill only some of the trees in a timber

stand. By limiting the size of the opening created, small group

selection facilitates another natural process, natural seeding,

into the newly formed gap. The cohort of vegetation that grows in

the gap is likely to cover an area similar in size to natural

cohorts. Means (1982) found that cohorts of trees that survived

fires in dry coniferous forests of the Western Cascades were often

0.1 to 0.3 hectares in size.

Practice #6 -- Existing Roads: Compared to the building of new

roads and skid trails, this practice will greatly reduce soil loss

from erosion. When roads are constructed, not only are the areas

of the cuts and fills affected, but the reduction in plant cover

along with the shortening and steepening of slopes (to accommodate

a level roadbed) leads to increased overland flow of water, which

is often concentrated in ditches and culverts. Accelerated erosion

often occurs below the road, as well as in the area of

construction.

Vegetation which would have been removed for new roads will be

retained.

Practice #7 -- Soil Cover: This practice will reduce soil loss

from erosion thereby helping to maintain long term soil

productivity.

In the short term, the spreading of mulch can reduce the natural

establishment of species adapted to establishment in bare mineral

soil. It can also depress the availability of soil nitrogen which

may affect plant growth.

Practice #8 -- Soil Organic Matter: Maintaining soil organic

matter again will help preserve long-term soil productivity.

Organic matter augments soil water holding capacity and nutrient

retention, as well as reducing soil bulk density. Chipping and

spreading woody material like other mulches, may cause a temporary

reduction in nitrogen availability.
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Practice #12 -- Late Successional Forest: The late successional

forest expected to evolve under the 'Inimim Forest Management Plan

will have ponderosa pine as the dominant species on the dryer

sites, and Douglas fir on the more moist, north-facing slopes.

Sugar pine and incense cedar will also be present. In areas where

prescribed burning proves difficult, as in moist pockets, white fir

will probably increase. Unlike traditional commercial forestry,

which often seeks to eliminate competitive species, hardwoods such

as madrone or black oak, will not be discouraged.

Late successional forest conditions differ from earlier stages not

only in canopy structure, but also in the herb and shrub layers.

Alaback (1982) contrasts a depauperate understory period (for the

forests he studies in Southeast Alaska, this lasted from canopy

closure up to approximately 150 years), to uneven aged old growth

with greater development of woody and herbaceous substrata.

Dominants of the understory of the later stage may differ from the

early successional species that were dominant before tree canopy

closure. Diversity is favored by a variety of canopy conditions

affecting light conditions for the understory. Because most

private forest lands are on short rotations, old growth development

on Public Land will add to the regional diversity of vegetation.

Practice #13 -- Riparian Zones: A healthy riparian zone helps

limit erosional loss of soil. Over the long term, this will have

a positive impact on vegetation and wildlife. A healthy riparian

zone also helps to moderate seasonal fluctuations of water

production in the watershed which can affect downstream vegetation

and wildlife, as well as having local impacts.

Riparian vegetation comprises an important portion of the local

biological diversity in the Inimim Forest ecosystem.

Practice #16 -- Fire: The use of fire as an ecological tool is

well-documented and widely used as a management technique. The

term "prescribed burn" is defined as the use of fire under pre

determined conditions to accomplish specific management objectives.

A prescribed burn must be carefully planned, subjected to an

environmental analysis, and coordinated with other agencies and

private landowners.

A prescribed burn will take place only when fuel moisture and

weather conditions are such that the fire will burn at temperatures

which will achieve the management objective. For example, the

objective may be to clear excessive fuels from the forest floor,

but not damage healthy trees. This means the fire must be hot

enough to consume dead wood, brush, and saplings, but not so hot it

damages the larger, dominant trees.

All prescribed burns will require a plan that will describe the

exact area to be burned, and state exactly what will be burned, and

what will not. Firelines are planned and constructed to contain
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the fire, and stand-by suppression crews and equipment are made

available.

In the long term, the benefits of a program of systematic

prescribed burning would be significant. The reduction of excess

fuels will reduce the risk of a stand-replacing catastrophic

wildfire. The forest understory would be kept open, reducing

competition for nutrients and sunlight. The ashes would aid in

soil formation“ Vegetative vigor‘ would be improved in those

species which evolved with fire.

Fuels reduction and controlled burning can either increase or

decrease local biodiversity. The opportunity exists to increase

biodiversity by having smaller burns, a mosaic burn pattern for

each burn, burning different areas on different schedules, etc.

Similarly, fuels reduction work can help create local biodiversity

by creating patches of different stand structure and habitat. If

done differently, with fuels reduction as the only goal, cleaning

up the stand can reduce biodiversity by creating stretches of

similar structure and habitat in timber stands all given the same

treatment.

Along with an immediate release of nitrogen that can stimulate

plant growth, burning causes the volatilization of the plant

macronutrients nitrogen and potassium from organic matter that

burns or is heated to high temperatures. Because volatilization is

temperature dependent (Barbour, et al, 1980), it is reduced for

cooler burns like the prescribed burns envisioned in the plan. The

forest ecosystem on San Juan Ridge burned frequently before fire

suppression, and apparently retained its productivity despite such

periodic nutrient releases.

Prescribed burning will favor plant species which tolerate

relatively frequent low intensity burns, such as ponderosa pine.

Species that have little fire tolerance, such as white fir, will be

discouraged. By reducing the likelihood of intense stand-replacing

fires, the probability of existing timber stands surviving long

enough to attain old growth conditions is thought to be greatly

increased with prescribed burning.

Wildlife:

Practice #2 -- Working with Succession: Each successional stage

provides habitat for various wildlife species. For example a cover

of grasses and forbs enhance populations of deer mice (Wright and

Bailey, 1982). Deer mice, in turn, provide prey for a variety of

predators.

Shrubby species such as Ceanothus, manzanita, and sprouts of

hardwood species enhance deer populations by providing improved

browse (Wright and Bailey, 1982). A dense deer herd will support
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a healthy mountain lion population as well.

Hardwoods are considered important to a large number of species.

Oaks provide thermal (e.g. bobcat, grey fox) or escape cover (e.g.

raccoon), den sites (e.g. black bear), and food (e.g. voles, pocket

gophers, grey squirrels, bear, deer) for many species of mammals

(Barrett, 1979). Oaks are also important to a wide variety of

birds for foraging, nesting, and perching (Verner, 1979). Perry

(no date) suggests that retaining hardwoods within timber stands

will provide important habitat for birds and cavity-dependent

species. Peterson and Hansen (1989), found that the abundance of

some birds (e.g., Hutton's Vireo) may be associated with the amount

of hardwood trees in a stand.

The generation of ponderosa pine, an early successional conifer,

benefits tree squirrels and deer among others (Wright and Bailey,

1982).

A discussion of the benefits of late seral stage forests follows

under Practice 12.

Practice #3 -- Reforestation: This practice should lead to a

greater diversity of tree species than would occur under

traditional forestry which emphasizes the economically valuable

conifers. A greater diversity of vegetation will lead to a greater

diversity of animal species.

The use of local stock will also lead to a healthier and therefore

faster growing forest. The establishment of late successional

stage forests should occur faster. See discussion of the benefits

of late seral stage forests under Practice 12.

Practice #4 -- Thinning From Below: Retention of large trees, and

the maintenance of older stands will provide forests that resemble

pre-settlement conditions -- forests to which many vertebrates and

invertebrates are adapted (Verner, et al. 1992). All three of the

special status species that occur or potentially occur on BLM lands

are associated with mature timber stands (Freel and Stewart 1991,

Fowler 1988, Verner et al 1992).

California spotted owls preferentially select large, old trees for

nest sites. Studies of the California spotted owl have shown that

nest trees averaged larger than 40 inches in d.b.h. About one

fifth of all nests found were in snags, and the rest were in live

trees. Two-thirds of the nests were in large, natural cavities

formed by decay at sites where branches had broken off, or torn out

of the tree trunk. Another 20% were on broken tops of living and

dead trees, or on dwarf mistletoe brooms. These conditions

typically develop only after a tree is relatively old. (Verner et

al. 1992)
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Large trees provide important nesting, denning, feeding and

roosting sites for goshawk prey, such as tree squirrels, large

woodpeckers, and blue grouse. Large trees also are good cone

producers, providing a source of seed for many species of goshawk

prey. Large trees also provide hunting perches and nest trees for

goshawks (Reynolds, et al., 1992).

Also, larger trees are needed to provide large snags and longer

lasting components of dead, decaying wood on the ground. Downed

logs and snags provide an important component to the habitat of

many species, including birds and insects that contribute to forest

health by consuming defoliators. Snags and downed logs serve as

sites for perching, feeding, roosting, nesting, food storage, and

cover (Thomas et al. 1979, Maser et al., 1979). In the Blue

Mountains of Oregon and Washington, for example, 39 bird and 23

mammal species used snags for nesting and shelter (Thomas et al.,

1979). Snags are especially important to cavity nesting birds

which may make up 30-45 percent of the total forest bird population

(Thomas et al., 1979). Up to 70 percent of the amphibians of

western Oregon and Washington may use downed wood for foraging,

breeding or nesting (Maser et al., 1979). Downed logs also provide

habitat for fish and invertebrates in streams. Several studies

cited by Thomas indicate that elimination of snags and downed logs

substantially reduce the number of vertebrate species using the

study areas. Generally, the larger the diameter and the greater

the length of a1 downed log, the more useful it is to various

wildlife species because it offers cover, nesting or foraging

opportunities for more and larger species. (Peterson and Hansen,

1989). Larger diameter snags allow space for excavation of larger

diameter cavities. Clutch size of hole-nesting passerines has been

shown to increase with increased cavity diameter. Additionally,

larger diameter trees provide thicker insulation around the nest

cavity. This may allow earlier nesting, thus more time is

available to feed young, and fledgling success might increase as a

result (Raphael and White, 1984). Natural selection should favor

birds choosing large diameter nest trees.

Several of the prey species for northern goshawk, California

spotted owl, and fisher benefit from large downed woody debris, and

snags (Freel and Stewart 1991, Fowler 1988, Reynolds et al. 1992,

Verner et al. 1992). The large natural cavities that large old

live trees, and snags provide are important as nests for flying

squirrels, one of the primary prey species of the California

spotted owl. Downed logs also provide mycorrhizal fungi which are

important food sources to the flying squirrel and many other small

mammals (Reynolds et al., 1992).

Thinning the understory would also lead to a reduction in fuels

available to burn. This fuel reduction would reduce the risk of a

catastrophic stand replacing fire. A fire of this nature would

destrqy a great deal of wildlife habitat especially for those

species adapted to late seral stages.
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Practice #5 -- Small Group Selection: The creation of small

openings would allow for the creation of a more diverse forest

structure with multiple age classes. In turn, a more diverse

forest structure with multiple age classes would lead to a higher

diversity of wildlife species (Morrison, 1991). A multi-aged

forest structure appears important to the northern goshawk,

California spotted owl, fisher, and several other species (Freel

and Stewart, 1991, Fowler, 1988, and Verner et al., 1992).

Openings, and associated herbaceous and shrubby vegetation, provide

important food and cover for a number of prey species. (Reynolds et

al. 1992).

Selection cutting will benefit forest interior species because

large tracts of forests with mature trees can be maintained. It

will not provide habitat for species that require larger openings,

even-aged stands, early seral stages, or a diversity of even-aged

stands. However, canopy gaps resulting from harvest of single

trees provide habitat for a variety of migrant birds associated

with young second-growth forests or gaps. Uneven-aged stands have

a well developed understory and subcanopy because of frequent

canopy gaps. The presence of several well developed vegetation

levels, and more complex habitat structure than in even-aged stands

will result in higher within-stand bird species diversity than in

even-aged stands. (Thompson, Probst, and Raphael, 1993).

Edge effects around group selection cuts may be a concern because

these openings, although small, may be numerous and widespread.

Many neotropical migratory birds have lower reproduction success

near forest edges and in edge-dominated forest fragments due to

predation and brood parasitism. The effects of edges created by

timber harvest in predominantly forested landscapes is unclear.

The few studies that have compared selection or partial cuts to

unlogged stands have in fact found that some bark foragers and

foliage gleaners decrease, and some ground and shrub foragers or

nesters increase. (Thomas, Probst, and Rafael, 1992).

This forestry practice would require multiple entries into an area.

These multiple entries could result in on-going disturbance to

wildlife. Wildlife particularly sensitive to human disturbance

could be negatively impacted. This practice would also require

reusing skid trails that could otherwise be put to bed.

Practice #6 -- Existing Roads: The use of existing roads and skid

trails will reduce sources of additional soil erosion. Soil

erosion resulting from additional roads would negatively impact

creeks in the 'Inimim Forest. Fish can be negatively impacted from

increased sediment in the streams. Sediment can cover habitat that

is important to the invertebrates on which the fish feed. It can

destroy cover by aggrading channels and filling pools (Hansen,

Alexander, and Dunn, 1983). Large amounts of fine sediment can

kill fish embryos incubating in the streambed by impeding

intergravel waterflow, thereby reducing oxygen supply to the
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embryos, and allowing toxic metabolic wastes to accumulate (Platts,

1981). Any practice that reduces additional sources of soil

erosion has a positive impact to fish habitat.

Fragmentation due to roads can cause some species that require

large uninterrupted tracts of habitat, and some species that are

sensitive to roads, to abandon a particular area. By not creating

additional roads, less fragmentation of habitat will occur.

The ready access that roads provide for hunters and loggers

particularly endangers large predators such as bears and cougars.

(Perry, [no date].)

Practice #7 -- Soil Cover: See the discussion under Practice #6

for impacts of reduced erosion on fisheries.

Practice #8 -- Soil Organic Matter: See the discussion under

Practice #4 about the retention of downed logs.

See the discussion for Practice #16 for prescribed fire impacts.

Practice #12 Late Successional Forest: A major goal of the 'Inimim

Plan is to re-establish late-successional stage forest.

Establishment of late seral stage forest would benefit all three of

the special status species that occur, or could potentially occur

on the Public Lands. The Northern goshawk, California spotted owl,

and Pacific fisher, all category 2 candidates for federal listing

as threatened or endangered species, all prefer late seral stage

forests (Freel and Stewart 1991, Fowler 1988, Verner et al. 1992).

These forests provide important structural features, such as

multiple canopy layers, some very large old trees with large

natural cavities, broken tops, dwarf mistletoe brooms, large snags,

and an accumulation of fallen logs and limbs, which appear to be

important to these species (Freel and Stewart 1991, Fowler 1988,

Verner et al. 1992). In mixed conifer forests, all three special

status species have extensive home ranges of 1,000 plus acres

(Freel and Stewart 1991, Fowler 1988, Verner et al 1992). Several

species that do not have special status will also benefit (See

Appendix 13).

Wildlife that prefer large areas of early seral stages may be

slightly reduced in numbers on the BLM parcels. This is not

anticipated to be a significant impact since there are, and will

most likely continue to be extensive areas of early seral stage

forests on the private lands surrounding the BLM parcels. The

creation of early seral stages of forest is rapid and easily

attainable. In addition, some of the BLM areas are of low site

potential for tree growth, and will remain in chaparral

indefinitely. Early seral stages will also occur where selective

harvest creates a canopy gap in the forest. All the species that

occur in the 'Inimim Forest that prefer early seral stage forests

are common species, many of which have small home ranges, and
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therefore do not require large blocks of habitat (See Appendix 13).

Early successional species tend to be opportunistic generalists,

with populations that grow rapidly and disperse widely (Perry [No

date])}

Practice #13 -- Riparian Zones: Riparian zones are important to

many species of fish and wildlife in the 'Inimim Forest. Thomas,

Maser and Rodiek (1979), cite many studies that indicate that

wildlife use riparian zones disproportionately more than any other

type of habitat. Of the 378 terrestrial species known to occur in

the Blue Mountains, 285 are either directly dependent on riparian

zones, or utilize them more than other habitats. Vertebrates that

either reproduce in water (e.g. frogs), or feed in water (e.g.

fish) are totally dependent on riparian and adjacent aquatic zones.

Thomas, Maser, and Rodiek (1979) found that riparian zones are the

most critical wildlife habitats in the Blue Mountains of Oregon and

Washington.

Riparian zones are important because they often provide food, cover

and water, which are the three basic habitat needs of all wildlife.

Riparian areas also provide for increased plant diversity and

structural diversity, which provides diverse nesting and feeding

opportunities for wildlife. The microclimate of riparian zones is

different from that of the surrounding coniferous forest because of

increased humidity, higher rate of transpiration, more shade, and

increased air movement. Some wildlife species are attracted to

this microclimate. The streams also provide a linear linkage of

similar habitat which is important to the movement and migration of

wildlife species (Thomas, Maser, and Rodiek, 1979). The protection

of riparian zones will have positive impacts to fish and wildlife

populations. _

Practice #16 -- Fire: Prescribed burns could be expected to cause

some temporary disruption in animal populations through direct

mortality of those animals that can not escape or become trapped in

the litter (e.g., newts, reptiles, and small mammals), and through

alteration of habitat. Some woodrat nests would be consumed,

temporarily affecting the woodrat population. Woodrats are perhaps

the most vulnerable species because their nests are made of dry

twigs (Lawrence, 1966). Woodrats are significant because they are

an important prey species for all three special status species of

predators, especially the California spotted owl. Woodrats are

also slow to recolonize burned areas (Verner et al. 1992). Direct

mortality can be reduced where the burn is incomplete, and fuels

are of low density and high moisture content (Wright and Bailey,

1982). The consumption of some downed logs and snags, and

reduction in the duff layer may reduce the quality of habitat

available for small mammals. Dramatic changes in habitat

(temporary loss of shelter and food, exposure of surface runways

and burrow openings, and increased predation) will decrease the

number and diversity in small mammal populations for one to three

years, or even longer after a fire (Wright and Bailey, 1982).
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Predators would be expected to increase initially due to the

exposure of prey (Lawrence, 1966).

Many species (e.g. deer) would benefit from prescribed fire as new

sprouts of hardwood species and Ceanothus would provide food

(Wright and Bailey, 1982). A relatively cool burn during the

dormant season could greatly increase food sources, and leave

adequate nest sites for ground and brush-foraging birds (Wright and

Bailey, 1982). Fire favors Ponderosa pine regeneration, which

benefit deer and tree squirrels among others (Wright and Bailey,

1982). The increased herbaceous and brush understory could have a

positive impact on some northern goshawk prey items. The open

understory could enhance detection and capture of prey (Reynolds et

al. 1992). Animals are a product of the habitat, which is often

the result of repeated fires. Therefore, animals are generally

well adapted to fire in their environment (Wright and Bailey,

1982). Prescribed fire should create a mosaic of seral and climax

stages, which, in turn, should support a wide diversity and high

number of wildlife species in the longterm.

The impacts of the current policy of wildfire suppression may be

more significant than the impacts of carefully planned prescribed

fires. The accumulated fuels and dense forest conditions resulting

from decades of fire suppression have increased the potential loss

of goshawk habitat through catastrophic wildfire, and epidemic

infestations of insects and diseases. Increased shading from the

dense forest canopies has also reduced herbaceous and shrubby

understories which provide important foods and cover for goshawk

prey. In areas that have tall and very dense understories, goshawk

populations may be effectively diminished because of the impaired

ability of goshawks to visually scan for prey, restricted flight

access to prey and /or greater escape cover for prey (Reynolds, et

al. 1992). These concerns would apply to the California spotted

owl as well.

Progressive buildup of woody fuels on these lands could eventually

result in a large, destructive wild fire during extreme burning

conditions. Severe burns recover slowly. Prescribed burning

allows the opportunity to break up fuels and produce vegetative

mosaics that not only benefit wildlife, but reduce the likelihood

of extensive wild fires (Gruell, 1984). A catastrophic wildfire

would wipe out late-successional stage habitat, and would be

devastating to local populations of many species. Riparian areas

could be seriously impacted (Wright and Bailey, 1982). With fuel

reduction, fires would be smaller, more frequent, of lower

intensity, and easier to control.

Cultural Resources:

The proposed action will have no effect on cultural resources. The

Many Springs site, eligible for inclusion on the National Register
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of Historic Places, has been fenced, and is protected from

inadvertent entry.

Grazing:

The proposed action will have no effect on grazing.

Mineral Potentiall Mining:

The proposed action will have an impact on mineral potential only

if the recommendation for ACEC status is realized. ACEC

designation will ppp prohibit mining, but will require all

claimants performing work on mining claims which exceeds casual use

to provide a plan of operations and a full performance bond. This

requirement will help minimize mining impacts on the forest

habitat.

Land Tenure and Ownership:

The proposed action will have no effect on current Public Land

ownership. There are no plans to either acquire or dispose of

Public Lands on San Juan Ridge, nor are any anticipated. The

Federal lands will become a permanent part of the community, with

the community having a strong and direct influence on how the lands

are managed.

Applications for rights-of-way across the 'Inimim Forest lands will

continue to be considered carefully, and appropriate mitigation

measures will be required to ensure the proposals don't conflict

with long-term management objectives.

The management plan will have no direct effect on the management of

adjacent private lands. The authority granted to the BLM to

perform its mission extends only to the Public Lands. The BLM has

no regulatory influence on neighboring property, other than which

any property owner would normally have under county authority.

There are no plans to request "buffers" or other special management

restrictions on private property adjacent to the 'Inimim Forest.

Visual Resources:

The proposed action will ultimately improve visual resources as a

late seral stage forest develops. Old growth forest is considered

by many to be visually more appealing than early seral stages.

Activities which would disturb the environment and possibly

adversely effect visual resources would be looked at in greater

detail and appropriate mitigation measures required.
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Recreation:

Recreation will not be affected by the proposed action. This use

is not discussed in the draft Management Plan. There are no plans

for the development of recreation resources, such as campgrounds or

riding and hiking trails, on the 'Inimim Forest. Recreational use

of these lands will continue to be of a casual nature, with the

major users most likely being local residents.

Inteppretation[Environmental Education:

Opportunities for environmental education would increase. The

current inventory of resource values will provide baseline data

that will enhance studies on forest succession.

As implementation proceeds, there will likely be an increase in

visits by persons who are interested in the process used to draft

the 'Inimim Forest Management Plan, and in the results as evidenced

by the condition of the forest environment.

Area of Critical Environmental Concern:

The designation of the 'Iniminl Forest as an Area of Critical

Environmental Concern (ACEC) would bring special management

attention to the historic, cultural, botanical, fish, and wildlife

values and to the natural systems and processes associated with

these values. Designation will enhance these resources and will

insure a long-term commitment to special management attention for

the values on a priority basis by the BLM.

The 'Inimim Forest ACEC would be nmnaged under the following

special management prescriptions:

1. Institute the requirement of filing a mining plan of

operations and the posting of a reclamation bond for all

activity on mining claims which would exceed casual

use.

2. Upon designation as an ACEC, the 'Inimim Forest Management

Plan will be adopted as the ACEC Management Plan. It will

continue to be based on the objectives listed in the

agreement between the BLM, YWI, and the Timber Framer's

Guild of North America.

3. A joint decision-making process for plan implementation,

consistent with existing law, shall be instituted between

the BLM and the 'Inimim Forest neighbors.
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4. Changes or modifications in the 'Inimim Forest Management

Plan will require consensus between the partners, and will

be subject to environmental review under existing Federal

regulations.

Critical Elements:

The following Critical elements, cultural resources, wetlands,

riparian zones, water quality, existing ACECs, threatened or

endangered species, farmlands, floodplains, Native American

religious concerns, hazardous wastes, solid waste, wild and scenic

rivers and wilderness were considered and determined not to be

adversely impacted by the proposed action or alternatives.
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IMPACTS OF THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Under this alternative the proposed amendment to the Sierra

Planning Area MFP, the 'Inimim Forest Management Plan, would not be

adopted. The parcels of the 'Inimim Forest would continue to be

managed under the guidance of the MFP.

Socio-Economic Factors:

The responsibility for the development and implementation of

management plans would remain with the BLM, with decisions being

made with legally-acceptable public input. This could lead to

management actions local residents may find objectionable, which,

in turn, could lead to possible litigation.

The lands of the 'Inimim Forest would not be a major factor in the

economy of San Juan Ridge. Contracts for plan implementation would

not be available. Timber sales would likely be of a size to

discourage Ridge residents from bidding for their purchase.

Topography:

The No Action Alternative would have no effect on topography.

Climate:

The No Action Alternative would have no effect on climate.

Air Quality:

Under the No Action Alternative, the 'Inimim Forest would continue

to be subject to large-scale, catastrophic wildfires. Such a fire

would inject enormous amounts of particulate matter into the

atmosphere. The heavy smoke from a large wildfire could easily

constitute a health hazard.

Geology:

The No Action Alternative would have no effect on geology.

Soil:

The No Action Alternative would not specify and require no net loss
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of soil from activity on the Public Lands. It is likely that soil

erosion could continue to occur at present rates, thus reducing the

productivity of the land.

Hydrology:

The No Action Alternative would provide no special monitoring or

management of local hydrology.

Streams would continue to be discolored by high concentrations of

silt during high run-off periods.

Vegetation:

Under the No Action Alternative, the overall health of the forest

ecosystem would continue to deteriorate. The potential for

catastrophic wildfire would continue into the foreseeable future.

The crowded stand conditions would continue to inhibit tree growth.

Insect infestations would continue to be a problem.

Timber harvest would be guided by Bureau-wide policies. This could

mean more frequent and larger harvests than envisioned under the

draft plan.

Late seral stage forests would not evolve under the No Action

Alternative. Under conventional policies, when trees approach this

stage, they are termed "overripe" and slated for harvest. This

would increase the shortage of clear wood for use by craftspersons.

Major timber companies might possibly benefit from this, since they

are financially able to submit competitive bids for large amounts

of timber. Smaller operators, because of a lack of capital, would

most likely not be able to submit bids.

The potential for a catastrophic wildfire would continue unabated

and perhaps worsen under the No Action Alternative. Undergrowth

and brush would continue to accumulate. Every fire season would be

a period of high risk, not only for the BLM, but especially for

private property owners who live in the area.

Such a fire would be devastating to all life forms in the forest.

Even soil bacteria would not survive the heat. Under such

circumstances, the burned area would become the site of intense

(and expensive) rehabilitation efforts to reestablish forest

vegetation as quickly as possible.

Ultimately, something will have to be done to reduce the wildfire

potential, not only on San Juan Ridge, but throughout the entire

Sierra Nevada Mountains. There is growing public awareness that a

very bad situation exists, and that its quite possible to do
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sometliing about it. The solution, however, will be expensive, and

much of the money that is needed will have to be allocated through

the political process at both the state and Federal levels. It is

not possible to predict when that may be.

Wildlife:

Under the No Action Alternative, wildlife would generally consist

of those species which prefer early seral stages of forest

succession or middle, closed canopy stages. The middle closed

canopy stage is the least productive in terms of wildlife habitat.

Traditional timber management practices would continue. These

include overstory removal, and the harvesting of the larger, older

trees from a stand. This would possibly have a negative effect on

those species such as the California spotted owl and Northern

goshawk, which require larger, older trees for nesting. Timber

harvesting has focused on large trees, resulting in few remaining

mature and old forests and associated habitat attributes (Reynolds

et al. 1992).

Removal of large trees would also reduce the number of snags in the

forest, which would further reduce habitat for a variety of

species. Snags are important to certain prey species of the

California spotted owl and Northern goshawk, and can be used as

nest sites by the California spotted owl. Snags ultimately fall

over, and become the woody forest debris favored by many animal

species, including important prey species of all three special

status predators. Large downed logs in streams are also used as

cover by fishes.

Traditional timber practices often include the creation of forest

openings much larger than are recommended in the draft plan. These

openings can lead to fragmentation of forest habitat which may

cause some animal species to abandon these areas, or they may

reduce habitat quality to a degree that wildlife reproduction is

inhibited. The transition from natural to managed forests has been

accompanied by an increasing isolation of remaining natural blocks,

and deterioration in the quality of habitat they provide (Perry,

[no date]). Much of the old-forest habitat remaining in the Sierra

is fragmented into small islands and permeated by roads and

powerlines, which diminish the quality of interior habitat in

various ways. Clearly a fragment that contains less than the

minimum area requirements of a family group of a given species is

unsuitable for that species (Perry [no date]). Species that occupy

more stable environments, e.g. late successional forests, are

threatened by intensive forest management, particularly

vertebrates, often at the top of food chains that require large

amounts of territory (Perry [no date]). The northern goshawk,

California spotted owl, and Pacific fisher all fit into this

category.
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Intensive forest management tends to homogenize tree species and

focus on the crop during the middle, least diverse forest stage

(Perry [No date]). In coniferous forests the fewest number of

species find suitable habitat in the middle, closed canopy stages

(Thomas et al., 1979).

Another impact from intensive forest management is that the

relative proportion of old to young and middle stage forests has

reversed from what it was in the pristine state. Instead of

islands of early successional stages in a sea of old growth, there

are now islands of old growth in a sea of early successional

stages. (Perry [No date].)

Cultural Resources:

The No Action Alternative would have no effect on cultural

resources.

mm

The No Action Alternative would have no effect on grazing.

Mineral Potential[Mining:

The No Action Alternative would have no effect on mineral potential

or on mining claims.

Land Tenure and Ownership:

Under the Sierra Planning Area Management Framework Plan as

Amended, five parcels, and a portion of a sixth, are identified for

possible disposal. Years ago, the County of Nevada indicated an

interest in acquiring these lands. Although the County has not

requested that procedures for the transfer of these lands be

initiated, it is authorized under the existing plan, and it is

possible they could do so.

It is also possible the BLM could dispose of Public Lands in the

North Columbia area through direct sales. It was done before,

about six years ago. Public Lands within the Folsom Resource Area

have been exchanged with private parties in support of Bureau land

acquisition programs in other regions of California.

If the BLM were to attempt to dispose of 'Inimim Forest lands in

the future, it can be predicted the action would be strongly

opposed, perhaps through litigation.
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Visual Resources:

Under the No Action Alternative, the probability of the evolution

of an old growth forest would be impaired. Since old growth is

considered more visually attractive than earlier seral stages, the

area's visual resources would not achieve their full visual and

aesthetic potential.

Recreation:

Under the No Action Alternative, there would probably be no impact

on recreation. The current level and mix of activities would

likely continue.

Inteppretation[Environmental Education:

Under the No Action Alternative, there wouhd be no effect on

Interpretation or Environmental Education. The BLM would most

likely not institute a program of their own, while the YWI would

continue their on-going series of events.

Area of Critical Environmental Concern:

Under the No Action Alternative, the existing nomination for ACEC

status would be brought forward for consideration in accordance

with Bureau procedures. Since the ACEC nomination was filed with

the BLM well before this Plan was drafted, it will be considered

independently of the Plan.

Critical Resources:

Under the No Action Alternative, none of the Critical Resources

would be negatively impacted.
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AREA OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN

As previously mentioned, the 'Inimim Forest was nominated by the

Yuba Watershed Institute for designation as an Area of Critical

Environmental Concern (ACEC) in February of 1991. This nomination

has been held in abeyance by the BLM because of local concerns that

it might result in property restrictions on neighboring lands. It

was decided that when people could look over a management plan to

see for themselves that no such restrictions would be necessary or

even desired, the nomination would be revived, acted upon, and sent

to the decision-making authority for consideration.

The draft 'Inimim Forest Management Plan, as submitted to the BLM

for formal review by the Yuba Watershed Institute and the Timber

Framer's Guild, has restated the original nomination.

Definitions:

In the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, Section 103

(a) states "...The term "Areas of Critical Environmental Concern"

means areas within the public lands where special management

attention is required (when such areas are developed or used or

where no development is required) to protect and prevent

irreparable damage to important historic, cultural, or scenic

values, fish and wildlife resources or other natural systems or

processes, or to protect life and safety from natural hazards."

To be designated as an ACEC, a candidate area must demonstrate it

meets the criteria of relevance and importance (BLM Manual

1613.11). The BLM Manual offers the following definitions:

"For an environmental resource or natural hazard to be found

relevant there shall be present a significant historic,

cultural, or scenic value; a fish or wildlife resource or

other natural system or process; or natural hazard."

"A resource is important if it has qualities that give it

special worth, meaning, distinctiveness, or cause for concern,

especially when compared to any like or similar resources. It

also must be more-than-locally significant qualities or

circumstances that make such a resource fragile, sensitive,

rare, irreplaceable, endangered, threatened, or vulnerable to

adverse change may be among the reasons management action is

appropriate. A natural hazard may be found important if it is

a significant threat, either existing or potential, to human

life or property."

In the BLM organization, the State Director is the individual who

makes the decision whether or not to designate a site as an ACEC.

To aid the decision-making process, the BLM has developed a
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Worksheet to evaluate ACEC proposals. The first portion of the

worksheet is a list of five items to be assessed by Specialists in

the field office responsible for the area being considered; in this

case, the Folsom Resource Area office. Other portions of the

worksheet are intended for use by other offices and are beyond the

scope of this analysis.

For the proposed 'Inimim Forest Area of Critical Environmental

Concern, the five items to be assessed, and the response are as

follows:

1. Identify and describe the kinds of resources, values, systems,

processes or hazards to be considered.

Assessment: The 'Inimim Forest contains areas of important

historic, cultural, biological, scenic and social values.

This portion of San Juan Ridge was the location of intense activity

during the Great California Gold Rush of 1849. Artifacts dating

from the gold-seeking era can be found throughout the area. There

is an archaeological site which has been determined eligible for

the National Register.

The 'Inimim Forest lands are important fish and wildlife habitat.

San Juan Ridge is critical wintering habitat for the Nevada City

deer herd. Native trout can be found in the two streams which pass

through the 'Inimim lands. The California spotted owl and Northern

goshawk are present.

The natural environment of the 'Inimim Forest is typical of its

elevation in the Sierra Nevada Range. It is mostly a inixed

coniferous forest, dominated by ponderosa pine, sugar pine, Douglas

fir, incense cedar, black oak, and madrone. This forest ecosystem

is undergoing natural change through the process of succession,

evolving from highly disturbed early seral stages toward a late

seral stage.

The potential for a high-intensity catastrophic wildfire exists—

repeated logging of large trees and other disturbances has left

behind a legacy of brush and thick stands of young trees that could

prove highly flammable under certain conditions -- the disastrous

49er Fire of 1988 occurred in similar terrain and vegetation types

only a few miles away.

2. What is the special worth, consequence, meaning, distinction or

cause for concern of the identified resource values?

Assessment: The 'Inimim Forest project is an unusual cooperative

effort, experimental in nature, between the Bureau and the

residents of San Juan Ridge. The project is a direct result of

local citizens’ desire to be included in the land use decisions for

Federal lands which may affect their community for years to come.
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The residents, through the Yuba Watershed Institute (YWI), have

asked to participate in forming a low-impact multiple-use policy

which restores past resource values for both long-term economic and

aesthetic reasons. The local community strongly advocates

sustainable resource management, and has taken the initiative to

achieve this goal.

The Yuba Watershed Institute, joined by the Timber Framers Guild,

entered into a Cooperative Management Agreement (CMA) with the BLM

to jointly manage the Public Lands known as the 'Inimim Forest.

The primary goal described in the CMA is the re-establishment of a

late seral, or old growth forest.

To achieve the objectives of the CMA, the YWI performed a detailed

inventory of resources on the 'Inimim lands. This information was

used to formulate a draft management plan. The role of the Bureau

was to act as a partner and a coach in the effort.

San Juan Ridge presents a classical example of the urban-wildlands

interface which is becoming increasingly common throughout the

west. The 'Inimim Forest project is an exercise in community

involvement at the most basic level to develop a sustainable

program of low-impact multiple use which will benefit both the

local residents and the Federal Government well into the next

century and perhaps beyond.

Most importantly, the 'Inimim Forest is an experimental effort in

coordinated land use planning at the "grassroots level" that could

serve as a model for forest management in other portions of the

Sierra bioregion. In a region where the loss of old growth forest

is a major political issue, a program to deliberately encourage old

growth where none has existed since the Gold Rush is highly

significant.

3. Does the area have more than local significance? Cite sources,

if any.

Assessment: The 'Inimim Forest has more than locally significant

qualities which give it special meaning. Similar habitat types

throughout the Sierra are being altered and fragmented by timber

harvest practices or other developments. The fact that the 'Inimim

lands are the focus of a long-term grassroots movement to reduce

this trend and to greatly improve the quality of the environment

while providing for economic use of forest products gives a special

aspect to the area.

The 'Inimim Forest has attracted attention from well beyond the

local area. Educators, notably from the University of California,

Davis, regularly schedule field trips to the 'Inimim Forest. The

Nevada County Board of Supervisors passed a resolution in support

of the ACEC designation, later rescinded for local political

reasons. The project was cited as a "success story" (perhaps
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prematurely) in The Sierra Nevada: Report of the Sierra Summit

Steering__§Qmmippee (July, 1992), Published by the State of

California Resources Agency. It has been the subject of feature

articles in newspapers, including the San Francisco Chronicle. At

their 1992 convention in Quebec, the Timber Framers Guild of North

America officially commended the project. The Canadian Province of

Ontario sent an observer from Toronto to the 'Inimim Forest to

compile a report on the project which was used by officials to

design their own, similar project. In the fall of 1993, five

representatives from the State Lands Administration of the People's

Republic of China visited the 'Inimim Forest to see firsthand how

local citizens can work closely with government on developing land

management plans.

4. What are the conflicting or incompatible uses in the area, if

any?

Assessment: There are many possible conflicting or incompatible

uses of the 'Inimim Forest lands.

Factors which have disturbed the natural process of forest

succession on the 'Inimim in the past include small-scale

prospecting and placer gold mining, large-scale hydraulic mining,

intensive logging of the original old growth forest (probably in

support of early mining operations), subsequent logging of

secondary growth forests, and wildfires. Except for the large

scale hydraulic mining, these factors have impacted much of the

forest lands in the Sierra Nevada mountain range. The history of

past land practices on the 'Inimim is in many ways a microcosm of

the Sierra.

The region is continuing to be disturbed and fragmented by the

insertion of private residences with access roads, electric power,

telephone service, wells, septic systems, and other trappings of

modern life. Again, this is occurring at lower elevations along

the length of the Sierra, especially within commuting distance of

metropolitan areas.

Anything which would retard the progress of forest succession

toward an old growth situation could be considered a conflicting

use. This could include traditional logging operations, certain

types of mining, further fragmentation of the forest habitat, and

trespass. A steady increase in the number of people in the area

also steadily increases the potential for a catastrophic wildfire.

5. Why is special management attention needed that cannot be

provided on a day to day basis?

Assessment: Special management on a day-to-day basis is not what

is needed for the 'Inimim Forest. Instead, it is consistent

special management attention on a decade-to-decade basis that is so

important. The reason for this is the great length of time
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required to achieve the objectives set down in the agreement

between the BLM, the YWI, and the Timber Framers Guild. The full

benefits may not be appreciated by this generation, but by their

grandchildren.

It is possible that the 'Inimim Forest concept may not survive to

achieve its goals. Local residents who are now fully involved with

the project could decide the BLM isn't serious about a long-term

commitment to the project, and lose some of their motivation to

work closely with the Bureau. Personnel changes in the BLM could

change management priorities. There could be political changes in

overall Federal policies to increase or decrease commodity

production on the Public Lands, regardless of long-term

consequences to adjacent property owners or to local economies. An

increase in the price of gold on the open market could stimulate

interest in developing mining claims in a fashion that could

compromise forest management objectives.

Designation would give the project the longevity that is necessary

to achieve the goal of re-establishing the old growth forest.

The Inimim Forest has been identified by the Yuba Watershed

Institute, with the concurrence of the Folsom Resource Area, to

possess resources and other special characteristics that meet the

criteria of relevance and importance, and that special management

prescriptions are needed to protect and enhance these resources and

characteristics.
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RELATIONSHIP TO ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

The Bureau of land Management is currently in the process of

shifting management emphasis from the traditional orientation

toward commodity production to management of the entire ecosystem.

On the 'Inimim Forest, ecosystem management is loosely defined as

a deliberate attempt to achieve and maintain a specific stage of

forest ecosystem succession.

The YWI is viewing the entire San Juan Ridge area as a single

ecosystem. It is their hope to use the Public Lands of the 'Inimim

Forest as an example of what can be done to improve the overall

productivity of forest lands. They are in the process of

negotiating with the Forest Service and with other private land

owners to expand the management strategies developed and tested on

the Public Lands to other portions of San Juan Ridge.

Relationship to Ecosystem Management Principles

In January, 1994, the BLM issued instructions on the application of

ecosystem management to all field offices which contained a series

of ecosystem management principles. These are as follows:

1. Sustain the productivity and diversity of ecological systems

The driving force behind the 'Inimim Forest is the desire to

conserve, maintain and restore the ecological integrity of the

forest, and provide for human value, products, and services within

the limits of ecological sustainibility.

2. Gather and use the best available scientific information as the

cornerstone for resource allocations and other land management

decisions.

The inventory of the 'Inimim Forest was achieved by volunteers with

the aid of recognized professionals in natural area management,

including specialists from Federal agencies, the State Parks

Department, Fish and Game, the University of California, and

private forestry. Information was also gathered from previously

published sources. The results were analyzed, and utilized in the

formulation of the draft plan.

3. Involve the Public in the planning process and coordinate with

other Federal, State, and private land owners.

The project was initiated by local landowners, some of whom formed

the YWI. They have been quite active in involving their neighbors.

The BLM has assisted them in public involvement by coordinating
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with local officials and through public meetings.

4. Determine desired future ecosystem conditions based on

historic, ecologic, economic, and social considerations.

The CMA between the BLM, YWI, and the Timber Framers carefully

defined the desired future condition of the 'Inimim Forest.

5. Work to Minimize and Repair Impacts to the Land.

The draft management plan is very specific in the rehabilitation

actions necessary to facilitate evolution from a highly impacted

landscape into an old growth forest that is both diverse and

capable of producing high quality forest products on a sustainable

level. The plan also specifies that management activities do not

further degrade the environment.

6. Adopt an interdisciplinary approach to land management.

An interdisciplinary approach was adopted at the beginning of the

project. It never occurred to anyone with the Timber Framers, YWI,

or the BLM to do otherwise.

7. Base Planning and Management on Long-Term Horizons and Goals.

The project began with the identification of long-term goals and

objectives. Since the major objective is the re-establishment of

an old growth, or late seral forest, the planning horizon is based

on a 200-year cycle.

8. Reconnect Isolated Parts of the Landscape.

Participants in the 'Inimim Forest project have taken a holistic

view of resource values, and have based the formulation of goals

and objectives, as well as the draft management plan, on that

approach.

9. Practice Adaptive Management.

Information gathered during the land inventory phase of the project

is being arrayed as a baseline, by which changes over time can be

identified. An active monitoring program is part of the draft

plan. In addition, information on historical land use, including

a wildfire history, is being compiled.
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MITIGATION MEASURES

There are no significant adverse environmental impacts, either

short term or long term, associated with the adoption of the

'Inimim Forest Management Plan. There will be no irreversible and

irretrievable commitments of resources. No known impacts on public

health and safety would occur with the adoption of the plan. No

known impacts on cultural resources, actual or eligible National

Resister of Historic Place sites, park lands, prime farmlands,

wetlands, or wild and scenic rivers would occur with the adoption

of the plan. The proposed action would not adversely affect an

endangered or threatened species, or its critical habitat.

There may be some short-term adverse impacts associated with the

application of the different Forest Management Practices on the

individual parcels. These will be identified in the project

specific Environmental Analysis, and mitigation measures, if

necessary, will be specified at that time.

The overall design of the draft 'Inimim Forest Plan is to enhance

and improve the productivity of forested Public Lands, and to

provide economic opportunities for the local community.

Therefore, mitigation measures for the impacts of the proposed

action are not necessary.
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LIST OF AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSULTED:

U.S. Forest Service

U.C. Davis

Yuba Watershed Institute

Timber Framers Guild

Nevada County

Sierra Club

California Dept. of Parks & Recreation

California Dept. of Forestry

California Dept. of Fish & Game

Siskon Gold Corporation

CABPRO

Eric Beckwith, YWI (GIS Consultant)

Len Brackett, Timber Framers Guild, (Construction Contractor)

Robert Erickson, YWI (Furniture Builder)

Robert Greensfelder, YWI (Retired)

Don Harkin, YWI (Forester)

Carole Koda, YWI (Writer)

Erin Noel, YWI, Forest Alert

Gary Snyder, YWI (Poet)

Jerry Tecklin, YWI (U.C. Researcher)

Portions of this document were taken from an Environmental Impact

Report, prepared for Nevada County in July, 1984, on the East

Workings Gold Mine, by a private firm named Engineering Science.

LIST OF PREPARERS

Ed Bollinger, Forester

Jesse Bryant, Forester

Leon Buist, Outdoor Recreation Planner

Tim Carroll, Geologist

Peggy Cranston, Wildlife Biologist

Dean Decker, Archaeologist

Al Franklin, Botanist

Jay Hastings, Fire Management Officer

John Scull, Outdoor Recreation Planner, Lead Preparer

Sarah Tomich, Natural Resource Specialist
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FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

Based on the analysis of potential environmental impacts contained

in this assessment, CA-018-94-17, I have determined that the

impacts are not expected to be significant and an Environmental

Impact Statement is not required.

Prepared by:

jLo(»—\ 5- §¢-/@/ 3/a[°ir

Outdoor Recreation Planner Date

Reviewed by:

fllM ,3 /4 295’

  

Environmental Coordinator, Folsom Date

I concur:

ea Manager, Folsom Resource Area Date
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APPENDIX 1

THE PARTNERS

The Xppa_W§perghgi_In§;itupe (YWI) was founded kn! a group of

citizens of the San Juan Ridge, whose special interest is the

maintenance of the long term biological integrity and wise use of

natural resources within the Yuba River watershed. The Institute

shows this concern by cooperating with public land management

agencies, private landowners, professional associations and

community organizations. It also serves as an educational

resource, sharing its information, and historical and cultural

perspectives with all citizens of the watershed and beyond.

The Timber Framers Guild of North America is an organization of

seven hundred members front more than three hundred companies

manufacturing timber frame post-and-beam buildings for domestic,

commercial, and industrial use. These post-and-beam buildings

usually employ pegs and interlocking joints to make the connections

between the structural members. Timbers of large size and high

quality are needed to do this work. Such timbers are only

obtainable from large second-growth or old-growth timber stands.

The guild is a national organization with members living and

working in the San Juan Ridge area.

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is an agency within the United

States Department of the Interior, the nation's principal

conservation agency. The BLM manages 272 million acres of public

lands and resources in 12 western states, including Alaska, to

serve the needs of the American people. Resources are managed

under the principles of multiple use and sustainable yield, taking

into account the long-term needs of future generations for

renewable and non-renewable resources, fish and wildlife,

wilderness and scenic, scientific and cultural values. It is the

policy of the BLM to establish partnerships to foster cooperation,

discover new ideas and management opportunities and to more

effectively manage the public lands.

The Folsom Resource Area office of the Bureau of Land_Management is

directly responsible for managing approximately 230,000 acres of

Federal public land, scattered throughout California's historical

Mother Lode country from Nevada County in the north to Mariposa

County in the south. These lands, the remnants of the old public

domain, are designated mostly as multiple-use lands, which means

that they are managed for several purposes, including forestry,

mining, grazing, outdoor recreation, wildlife, cultural resources,

watershed values, and similar items.
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APPENDIX 2

PARTNERSHIP GOALS

(Adopted Fall, 1990)

1. To provide a sustainable supply of high-quality, old growth

conifer and hardwood timber, including species not presently

utilized, for the use and benefit of craftspeople such as timber

framers, furniture builders and specialized consumers who use high

quality wood. The production of mature or old growth timber will

require intensive stand and individual tree management practices,

including thinning, pruning, and careful harvest.

2. To foster the development of a late seral or "old growth"

ecosystem with appropriate habitats for forest wildlife species

such as the spotted owl, flammulated owl, pileated woodpecker,

long-eared myotis, flying squirrel and fisher. Also to protect and

enhance the winter range of the Nevada City deer herd.

3. To preserve and enhance the riparian zone along the forks of

Shady Creek and Spring Creek for fish and wildlife habitat, water

quality and public recreation.

4. To provide a model of timber management that demonstrates that

high-grade wood products can be produced on a sustainable basis

and, in turn, sustain a community economic system.

5. To establish a research natural area for research and

educational uses that further the primary purpose stated above.

6. To improve the relationship between the BLM and all those with

an interest in public lands on San Juan Ridge.
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APPENDIX 3

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS RESOLUTION

  

RESOLUTION N¢.9_§3_4r57

QF THE BOARD OF SUPERWSQRS CF THE CCUNTY OF NEVADA

A Resolution Supporting Bureau of Land Management (BLM),

Yuba Watershed Institute, and the Timber Framers Guild

of North America Objectives for Land Use Management on BLM Lands

on San Juan Ridge Near North Columbia Known as the "Inimim Forest"

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Land Management is conducting an ongoing land use project on

BLM land on San Iuan Ridge near Norm Columbia in an area known as e " ' ' Forest:" and

_ WHEREAS, the urpose of this project is to jointly maria e 1,388 acres of Federal land

involved accordin to e mutual objectives of BLM, the Yuba atershed Institute, and the Timber

Framers Guild; an

WHEREAS, BLM, the Yuba Watershed Institute, and the Timber Framers Guild of North

America entered into a mutual agreement in 1990 called the "Shady C:eel</Spring Creek Research

Natural Area and Forest Cooperative Stewardship program; and

WHEREAS, this agreement spelled out the following objectives for land management within

the -boundaries of the lnirnim Forest:
4

1. To provide a sustainable supply of high quality old growth conifer and hardwood timber.

2. To foster the development of late seral or "old growth" ecosystems.

3- gggieserve and enhance the riparian zone along the forks of Shady Creek and Spring

4. To provide a model of timber management that demonstrates that high grade wood

products can be produced on a sustainable basis.

5. To improve the relationship between BLM and all those with an interest in public lands on

San Iuan Ridge.

_ the Nevada County Board of Supervisors has previously determined these

°b]e¢t1ves, if implemented by BLM on Forest" lands will not restrict land use on adjacent

E'X1\vate properties or requir special attention during environmen_tal review of county-discretionary

d use actions other than that which is normally given, or interfere with the multiple-use principals

of Federally owned BLM lands. ‘
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the Nevada County Boardof Supervisors sup orts

the mutual objectives of BLM, the Yuba Watershed Institute, and the T"1n:':a Frames Guild 0 North

America as stated in their 1990 a eement known as the Shady Cree1</Spring Research Natural Area

and Forest Cooperative Stewards 'p Program.

BE IT ALSO RESOLVED, the Board reaffirms that if these objective are formally

implemented by BLM, land use on adjacent private properties will not be rstricted or require special

attention durin environmental review of County-d1scren'onary land use actions other than that

which is norm y given.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Supervisors of the County Nevada at a regular

 
meeting of said Board, held on the 7th day of Seotemoer , 19 93 ,

by the following vote Pof said Board: Av”. 5up,,.,,i,°,., Dave 1-ob.-a5:_§_,,’ J.-m weir,

Bill Schulz. R.‘d. Drake.

Karen Knecht.

Absent: None _

Noon:

ATTE5T;

CATHY R. THOMPSON ; _ N

Clark the ‘Board’//]~rs Abamm: one _

Bv - ‘ '

meronsaousnsrauuemsa

CORRE2TCOPYOFTHEOFlGNN.&-‘?3'f‘£ 7

ounsmmsosna

ATTEST: SEP 0 8 1993

cm-|Y FL THOMPSON

dflmdm

NTYOF M

U
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APPENDIX 4

POSSIBLE WILDLIFE POPULATION CHANGES

Early seral stage species:

These species of wildlife tend to prefer early seral stages of

mixed coniferous forest succession. All of these either occur, or

could potentially occur, in the 'Inimim Forest. Adoption of the

'inimim Forest Management Plan would create conditions which would

reduce overall favorable habitat, thus possibly reducing their

populations.

Reptiles

Western fence lizard Racer

Gopher snake

Birds

Mountain quail Killdeer

Common poor-will Anna's hummingbird

Rufous hummingbird Calliope hummingbird

Dusky flycatcher Violet-green swallow

House wren American robin

Western bluebird Orange-crowned warbler

Wilson's warbler Black-throated gray warbler

Lazuli bunting Fox sparrow

Mammals

Virginia opossum Ornate shrew

Broad-footed mole Fringed myotis

Black-footed jackrabbit Yellow pine chipmunk

Long-eared chipmunk California ground squirrel

Botta’s pocket gopher Western harvest mouse

Western harvest mouse Deer mouse

Brush mouse Coyote

Gray fox Raccoon

Long-tailed weasel Badger

Striped skunk Bobcat

Mule deer

(Inferred from Verner and Boss, 1980)
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Late seral stage species:

These species tend to prefer older age, large trees and a medium to

high canopy closure typical of a late seral stage mixed coniferous

forest. These species either occur or could potentially occur in

the 'Inimim Forest. Implementation of the 'Inimim Forest

Management Plan would create habitat which would favor these

species, and thus increase their populations.

Birds

Northern goshawk California spotted owl

Pileated woodpecker Yellow-bellied sapsucker

Hairy woodpecker White-headed woodpecker

Hammond's flycatcher Western wood peewee

Olive-sided flycatcher Steller's jay

Chestnut-backed chickadee White-breasted nuthatch

Red-breasted nuthatch Pygmy nuthatch

Brown creeper Winter wren

Varied thrush Hermit thrush

Swainson's thrush Golden-crowned kinglet

Western tanager Evening grosbeak

Purple finch

Mammals

Trowbridge's shrew Long-legged myotis

California myotis Silver-haired bat

Douglas’ squirrel Northern flying squirrel

Fisher Western gray squirrel
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CODE

MrE

SmE

SIB

SIC

SID

]oD

IoE

IoC

HnC

COD

CoE

SOIL TYPE

Musick sandy loam

Sites very stony loam

Sites loam

Sites loam

Sites loam

Josephine loam

Josephine loam

Iosephine loam

Hoda Sandy loam

Cohasset cobbly loam

Cohasset cobbly loam

Cohasset-McCarthy

cobbly loam

Aiken loam

Aiken loam

Horseshoe grav. loam

Horseshoe grav. loam

Secca-Rock outcrop

complex

Josephine-Mariposa

complex

Mariposa grav. loam

Chaix-Rock outcrop

Iron Mt. cobbly loam

Mariposa-Maymen

comp

Rock

TailingsBarren, lichens

Placer diggings

APPENDIX 5

FOREST SOIL TYPES

VEGETATION TYPE‘

Ponderosa pine/black oak

Mixed conifer/broadleaf"

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Mixed conifer /broadleaf

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Mixed conifer /broadleaf

Dense mixed conifer

Mixed conifer

Mixed conifer

Dense mix.con. hardwoods

Dense mix.con. hardwoods

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Gray pine/blue oak

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Mixed conifer/broadleaf

Broadleaf/chaparral / con

Broadleaf/Chaparral

Ponderosa /knobcone / manzanita

Lichen, barren

Chaparral, barren

DEPTHSLOPE BEDROCK

98 15-50 Grandiorite

78 15-50 Metasediments

78 2-9 Metasediments

78 9-15 Metasediments

78 9-15 Metasediments

70 15-30 Slate, shale

70 30-50 Slate, shale

70 9-15 Slate, shale

63 9-15 Granite

61 3-30 Andesite

61 30-50 Andesite

61 50-75 Andesite

60 2-9 And. tuft

60 9-15 And. tuft

59 15-30 Sand, gravel

59 9-15 Sand,gravel

45 2-50 Metabasics

33 15-30 Slate, shale

33 2-30 Slate, shale

29 30-70 Granite

17 2-50 Andesite

17 2-50 Slate

0

0

0 2-75 Gravel, sand

GROUP

( )-!)-Ir-.-II.)'I- -.-.-.-.-I-..-Ii-‘NJ

D3030-)0-IOJUJNN
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